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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: M F BROWN 

DATE: 4 March 1987 

 

MR A P HUDSON cc FST/PS 
Mr Cassell 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Ilett 
Mr Neilson 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 

  

BUDGET SPEECH: OWNERSHIP 

Your note of today. We have no comments on the speech, just 

on the interpretation of the figures. I understand Inland Revenue 

are commenting separately on the employee share scheme section. 

2. It may be acceptable to describe 7% to 191/2% as a "trebling" 

- given the margins of error involved - though "roughly trebled" 

may be better. But this should not  be justified by a suspicion 

that the 7% estimate is a shade on the high side. It is the 

best (ie central) comparison that we can make with the 191/2% 

estimate. The 1979 estimate of 5% from the FRS survey records 

a narrower measure of share ownership, and the recent results 

to this survey are therefore correspondingly lower.  The best 

comparison that we can make with the FRS would be our estimate 

of 18%, which excludes unquoted shares. It would not be 

consistent to include  unbuoted shares in our headline total, 

but to exclude  them in calculations of the extent to which share 

ownership has increased since 1979. 

M F BROWN 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

We have the following comments on the draft you circulated on 
2 March: 

D25 et seq: The draft no longer takes credit for going further 

than the consultation document (eg on the turnover 

limit) - this looks to us like missing a 

presentational trick. 

D27 and 29: I understand the Minister of State will propose 

amendments. 

D31: This should read "Fourth, there will be changes to 

the rules for the special VAT schemes for 

retailers o particularly to make the simpler 

scheme g ge widely available to small and 
- medium-sized businesses". This is because there 

are several changes we wish to make, and because 

the operation referred to in the Speech is one 

less of simplification than of extension of the 

benefits. 
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D32: Part of the cost in 1988-89 stems from the 

deferment of Keith III, which is not mentioned in 

the Speech (it does figure in the FSBR). Rather 

than saying "They will cost ...", the last 

sentence should more accurately begin "The cost 

will be ...". 

Rather than "noting", we suggest that the House 

"will also be pleased to know" (more positive). 

In the same passage, the standard method is 

described in over-simplified terms: it is not a 

way of accounting for VAT, but a method of 

"calculating gross takings for VAT" and we suggest 

that this admittedly more cumbersome phrase be 

used. 

The Chancellor should perhaps remind the House 

that he has already announced his decision to go 

ahead with the anti-avoidance package: insert 

after "changes" in line 4 on page 10 ",which I 

announced to the House last December,". In the 

following sentence, for "special arrangements", we 

suggest "simplifications and reliefs". 

The Minister of State will propose a redraft. 

However, the item for goods donated for export 

should probably come nut: it legislates fol. an  

existing extra statutory concession, so it is 

misleading to present it as an extension. In line 

8, "directly" would be better than "exclusively", 

but neither word is really necessary. 

D34: 

R1111SET SECRFT 
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Since the 5p differential includes consequential 

VAT, it is more correct to call it a "tax" 

differential in line 2. 

Copies go Lo Simon Judge and Carolyn Sinclair at the Treasury, and 
to Peter Jefferson Smith, David Howard and John Bone here. 

)44.0r7 

P G WILMOTT 
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MR M F BROWN 

cc: FST 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mrs Lomax 
Mr Culpin 
Mr Ilett 
Mr Neilson 
Mr Betenson 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 

BUDGET SPEECH: OWNERSHIP 

The Chancellor has seen your minute of 3 March giving the results 

of the Treasury/Stock Exchange share ownership survey. 

He has commented that, in the Budget Speech, he can clearly 

say that share ownership has "trebled", since there is reason to 

believe that the 1979 estimate of 3 million is a shade on the high 

side, and "almost 20 per cent of the adult population". 

I attach the relevant section of the Budget Speech, amprended 

to take in these decisions. 	Please could you let me have any 

comments by tonight  if at all possible. 

Please could Mr Betenson  confirm the references to home 

ownership in paragraphs E3 and E4. 

A P HUDSON 
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E. TAXES ON SAVING 

El. I turn now to the taxation of savings. 

A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

capitalism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

were more limited and language more inhibited, a 

property-owning democracy. 

That means wider home ownership, wider share 

ownership, and wider pension ownership. 	Over the 

past eight years, the Government has actively 

promoted the first two, and has now embarked on the 

third. 	Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's right to buy. And share ownership, 

through the encouragement of employee share 

schemes, which now involve l million workers, 

compared with 	[40,000] 	in 1979; 	through the 

massively successful privatisation programme, where 

Britain has led the world; and most recently through 

the Personal Equity Plan scheme, which I announced 

in last year's Budget and which started up on 

1 January this year. More than 2,000 people a day 

[UPDATE AS NECESSARY] are currently taking out 

Personal Equity Plans, many of them first-time 

investors, as I had hoped. 
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E4. We know that 63 per cent of households now own 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in 1979. 

There are, however, no official figures for the 

rather more explosive growth of share ownership in 

Britain over the past eight years. The Treasury and 

the Stock Exchange have therefore jointly 

commissioned a major independent survey of 

individual shareholding in Britain. The results are 

now available. They show that there are now some 

_x)( million individual shareholders in this country, 

amounting to, -yy per cent of the total adult 

population, and fully three times the number there 

were in 1979. 

FVJDGET - CONFIDENTIAL 
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BUDGET SPEECH: OWNERSHIP 

The Chancellor has seen your minute of 3 March giving the resulLs 

of the Treasury/Stock Exchange share ownership survey. 

He has commented that, in the Budget Speech, he can clearly 

say that share ownership has "trebled", since there is reason to 

believe that the 1979 estimate of 3 million is a shade on the high 

side, and "almost 20 per cent of the adult population". 

I attach the relevant section of the Budget Speech, amplended 

to take in these decisions. 	Please could you let me have any 

comments by tonight if at all possible. 

Please could Mr Betenson confirm the references to home 

ownership in paragraphs E3 and E4. 

A P HUDSON 
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110 	
E. TAXES ON SAVING 

El. I turn now to the taxation of savings. 

A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

capitalism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

were more limited and language more inhibited, a 

property-owning democracy. 

That means wider home ownership, wider share 

ownership, and wider pension ownership. 	Over the 

past eight years, the Government has actively 

promoted the first two, and has now embarked on the 

third. 	Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's right to buy. And share ownership, 

through the encouragement of employee share 

schemes, which now involve 11 million workers, 

compared with 	[40,000] 	in 1979; 	through the 

massively successful privatisation programme, where 

Britain has led the world; and most recently through 

the Personal Equity Plan scheme, which I announced 

in last year's Budget and which started up on 

1 January this year. More than 2,000 people a day 

[UPDATE AS NECESSARY] are currently taking out 

Personal Equity Plans, many of them first-time 

investors, as I had hoped. 

BUDGET 
1 
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E4. We know that 63 per cent of households now own 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in 1979. 

There are, however, no official figures for the 

rather more explosive growth of share ownership in 

Britain over the past eight years. The Treasury and 

the Stock Exchange have therefore jointly 

commissioned 	a 	major 	independent survey of 

individual shareholding in Britain. The results are 

now available. They show that there are now some 

million individual shareholders in this country, 

amounting to ,/y per cent of the total adult 

population, and f-u147 three times the number there 

were in 1979. 

B 1  iDGET - CONFIDENTIAL 
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cc PS/Chancellor 

PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
ML TyLie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Battishill - IR 
Mr Isaac - IR 
Mr Painter - IR 
Mr Beighton - IR 
Mr McManus - IR 

Sir Angus Fraser - C & E 
Mr Knox - C & E 
Mr Wilmott - C & E 
Mr Bone - C & E 

A 
BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXTION THIRD DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary has seen the Chancellor's draft of the 

Second half of the Budget Statement, attached to Mr Alan's minute 

of 2 March. 

The Economic Secretary had the following comments: 

D2 and 3  

The Economic Secretary thinks that the second half of the 

last sentence of D2 is justified by the last sentence of D3. He 

1 
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suggests transferring the second sentence of D2 to the end of 

4113 and phrasing it as follows: 	"Just as the new system has 
IvittA•t y  

undoubtedly improved the p9licy of business investment decisions 

in Britain, so the 35 per cent rate is encouraging overseas 

companies to set up here, thus creating more jobs". 

D14 

4. 	In order to end the paragraph on a favourable note the Economic 

Secretary 	suggests reversing the order of the two elements of 

the last sentence. The last sentence might read: "Where it turns 

out that the initial payment was too low, the company will pay 

interest to the Revenue; where the initial payment was too high, 

the Revenue will pay interest to the company." 

D40 

5. 	Subject to the comments of the Inland Revenue, the Economic 

Secretary would prefer an alternative second sentence along the 

following lines. "At present, Lloyds syndicates are the only 

traders within our tax system who have an absoluLe right to decide 

on the level of provision for future liabilities to deduct from 

their pre-tax income, and so in effect to determine their own 

tax bill." 

E14 

6. 	The Economic Secretary would like to replace the second 

sentence by the following: "I did so because the movement's tax 

privileges were being increasingly exploited by certain new Friendly 

Societies which had been set up for purely commercial reasons". 

E15 

7. 	The Economic Secretary would prefer to replace the existing 

paragraph E15 by the following: "On the other hand, I am anxious 

that the traditional Friendly Societies, which have played a 

valuable part in mutual self help for many generations, should 

2 
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40
f able to plan for the future with confidence. To raise the 

xisting tax-exempt limits would merely invite a return to the 

commercial exploitation which led to the changes of 1984. The 

existing tax-exempt limits, being based on sums assured and annuity 

payments, tend in practice to be more restricted for the traditional 

societies, because they generally offer much longer term policies. 

I have therefore decided to replace the existing limits with a 

new limit based on annual premiums. I propose to set this at 

£100 per annum, which will make little difference to the commercial 

societies but will greatly increasP the scope of the traditional 

societies to offer life and annuity policies to their members". 

El9 

8. 	The Economic Secretary would omit the last 3 lines 

G9 

The Economic Secretary suggests replacing 'marginal' by 'only'. 

P D P BARNES 

Private Secretary 

3 
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• FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 	5 March 1987 

MISS NOBLE 

BUDGET STATEMENT: SECTION E 

Miss Sinclair asked me to let you have a sight of this section of 

the Statement. 

2. 	Please could I have any comments by 4 pm tomorrow 

(Friday 6 March)? 

A P HUDSON 
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 
I.  

• 	E. TAXES ON SAVING 
El. I turn now to the taxation of savings. 

A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

capitalism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

were more limited and language more inhibited, a 

property-owning democracy. 

That means wider home ownership, wider share 

ownership, and wider pension ownership. 	Over the 

past eight years, the nnvernment has actively 

promoted the first two, and has now embarked on the 

third. 	Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's right to buy. And share ownership, 

through the encouragement of employee share 

schemes, which now involve 11 million workers, 

compared with 	[40,000] 	in 1979; through the 

massively successful privatisation programme, where 

Britain has led the world; and most recently through 

the Personal Equity Plan scheme, which I announced 

in last year's Budget and which started up on 

1 January this year. More than 2,000 people a day 

[UPDATE AS NECESSARY] are currently taking out 

Personal Equity Plans, many of them first-time 

investors, as I had hoped. 
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• 	E4. We know that 63 per cent of households now own 
their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in 1979. 

There are, however, no official figures for the 

rather more explosive growth of share ownership in 

Britain over the past eight years. The Treasury and 

the Stock Exchange have therefore jointly 

commissioned a major independent survey of 

individual shareholding in Britain. The results are 

now available. They show that there are now some 

xx million individual shareholders in this country, 

amounting to yy per cent of the total adult 

population, and fully three times the number there 

were in 1979. 

And then there is wider pension ownership. 

This will be brought about by the introduction on 

1 January next year of the new personal pensions 

developed by my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State 

for Social Services. 

Personal pensions are an important dimension 

of ownership in three ways. First, they will enable 

employees - if they so wish - to opt out of their 

employers' schemes and made their own arrangements. 

Second, they will be a new opportunity for the 

,r 02 4' million employees who at present do not belong 

to an occupational scheme. And third, people may, 

again if they so wish, use them to contract out of 

SERPS. 
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• 	E7. In my Budget last year I undertook to bring 
forward proposals to give personal pensions the same 

favourable tax treatment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirement annuities. These were duly contained in 

a consultative document published last November, 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Finance Bill. 

This will also implement other useful reforms 

proposed in the consultative document. 	In 

particular, employers will be permitted to set up 

simplified occupational schemes with the minimum of 

red tape. This will be particularly welcome to many 

small employers who have been discouraged by the 

complexity 	and 	open-ended commitment of 	a 

full-blown final salary scheme. And there will be 

much greater scope for transferring between 

different types of pension scheme. 

In addition, I have decided to go beyond the 

proposals set out in the consultative document in 

one important respect. I propose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice instead of, as 

now, being restricted to plans within their 

employer's schemes. They will be able to top their 

pensions right up to the present tax approval 

limits. 
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111 	E10. The cost of the proposed tax concessions for 

personal pensions and freestanding additional 

voluntary contributions will be £75 million in 

1988-89. 

Ell. The proposals I have outlined will make it 

easier for people to take their pensions with them 

when they change jobs, which will be good for labour 

mobility and independence. It will widen the range 

of choices people can make about their pensions; and 

it will mean that in future they will have more 

control over the way in which their pension 

contributions are invested. 

But the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

be justified only if it is not abused. I propose, 

therefore, to introduce some limited changes to the 

present rules to restrict the excessive relief which 

can be obtained in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few very highly paid people. 	These will 

include, for all arrangements entered into from 

today, an upper limit of £150,000 on the maximum 

permissible tax-free lump sum, coupled with more 

rigorous rules on how pension and lump-sum benefits 

can be calculated, including a stricter definition 

of final salary. 

Details of all these changes are set out in an 

Inland Revenue press notice published today. 
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FROM: P D P BARNES 
DATE: C March 1987 

MR SCHOLAR 

 

cc PS/Chancellor 
PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyriu 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Battishill - IR 
Mr Isaac - IR 
Mr Painter - IR 
Mr Beighton - IR 
Mr McManus - IR 

Sir Angus Fraser - C & E 
Mr Knox - C & E 
Mr Wilmott - C & E 
Mr Bone - C & E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXTION THIRD DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary would like to insert the following paragraph 

after his suggested paragraph E15 of the Budget statement (my 

minute of 4 March): 

"I also want to help the trade unions in respect of the tax relief 

which they enjoy for sickness and accident benefits provided to 

their members. The current tax-exmpt limits, £2,400 for lump 

sums and £500 per annum for annuities, were set in 1982, and with 

effect from today I propose to increase them to £3,000 and £625 

respectively." 

BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 

1 
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)

11/2. 	In addition, the Economic Secretary has pointed out that 

the word "restricted" in paragraph 7, line 9 of my minute to you 

of 4 March should have been "restrictive". 

pr 
P D P BARNES 

Private Secretary 

BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 
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REVISED PARAGRAPH E15 
• 

C 
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However, I am anxious that the traditional Friendly 

Societies, which have played a valuable part in 

mutual self-help for many generations, should be 

able to plan for the future with confidence. 

raise the existing tax-exempt limit would• ly 
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societiesylahich gener lly offer much longer-term 
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replace the existing limit based on the sum assured 

with a new limit based on annual premiums. 
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will greatly increase the scope of the traditional 

societies to offer life policies to their members. 

NEW PARAGRAPH E15A 
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accident benefits provided to their members. The 

current tax-exempt limas, £2,400 for lump sums and 

£500 per annum for annuities, were set in 1982, and 

with effect from Loday I pLopo increase them to 

£3,000J4d £625 respectively. 
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NEW PARAGRAPH E18R. 

Thanks to the efforts of this Government, the tax 

regime for the heritage has been much improved. 

Today, I have two further changes to propose. 

First, I am exempting from inheritance tax settled 

property that is put into a heritage maintenance 

fund within two years of the death of a life tenant. 

And second, I propose to improve the arrangements 

for acceptance of property in lieu of tax. In 

future, owners will have the choice of either the 

present system, or an arrangement under which no 

interest would be charged between  444e—€1-a-t-e--efl  the 

offer and cceptance, but the tax 

gatisfledwou  u  s e •ased on the market value ID* the 
•

447 
data of the offer and not, as now,  (the  date of 

acceptance. 
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PRINCIPA,7RIVATE SECRETARY 	 cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Sccretary 

Sir Fr  Miii(11(4,cni Mr Cassell' 
Mr Scholar 
Miss O'Mara 

Mr Painter, IR 

BUDGET STATEMENT : TAXATION SECTION : THIRD DRAFT 

I mentioned the lobby in favour of tax subsidies for R & D at the overview. It 

is possible that the lobby which favours this will latch on to the new PET relief 

for research spending mentioned in para D19 of the Chancellor's draft. It might 

argue, for instance, that it is odd to give a new North Sea relief, but not to 

do more for R & D generally which is needed to help improve the manufacturing 

trade balance now that oil prices have fallen. 

2. The answer to this is that the new PET relief will deal with a problem caused 

by the field basis of PET which makes the PRT regime tougher on research than 

the Corporation Tax regime which treats all research expenditure as allowable. 

This answer will in any event be in the defensive briefing. But it seems worth 

considering the case for and against making use of it in the speech. The case 

against is that to do so would draw attention to the argument about industrial 

R & D generally. The case in favour is that it would be worth trying to nip the 

argument in the bud from the start. This might be done by adding one low key 

sentence at the end of the paragraph on the lines of: 

"The treatment of research for PRT will then be closer to the 

Corporation Tax regime which treats all research expenditure as 

allowable." 

C 
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NEW PARAGRAPH D40A 

6W , Fifth, I also propo-e 	implement the Keith 

Committee's recommendalion 	that interest  4aptfeie- 

should be charged in the limited number of cases 

where PAYE is not applied properly and a formal 

assessment has to be made to recover the tax. The 

change will take effect from April next year, and 

the yield in 1988-89 is estimated at £45 million. 
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New paragraph on controlled foreign companies 

Sixth, I propose to remedy an unintended defect in 

the legislation on controlled foreign companies. 

This legislation does not apply where companies meet 

an acceptable distribution test. But at present, 

some companies are meeting this, but then moving 

their residence to the UK before paying the 

necessary dividend. 	This can result in the 

company's income escaping tax altogether. 	The 

device will be challenged in the courts, but the tax 

at risk is such that I decided to take immediate 

action to block it for the future. This will 

prevent a revenue loss of [at least £10 million]. 
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' MR 9/73 

BUDGET STATEMENT: ECONOMIC SECTIO31'IRD DRAFT 

I attach the Chancellor's own draft o th Economic Section of the 

Budget Statement. 

2. 	Please could I have any comments as soon as possible. 	In 

particular, please could Mr Sedgwick check the figures in square 

brackets in B7, and Mr Mowl those in paragraph D2 and D7. 

cc: CST 
FST (2) 
EST (2) 
MST (2) 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Mowl 
Mr rulpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Battishill IR 
Sir Angus Fraser - C&E 

3. 	Since this part of the speech has fallen I 

rather than three, the section and paragraph n 

remainder will be revised when it is next circulated. 

r sections 

for the 



A2. The 

;- on success, and a Bu qp 	r success. 

A3. So the Budget  <51E 	Rent today is a Budget built 
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A. INTRODUCTION 

Al. The setting for this year's Budget is more 

tavourable than it has been for very many years. we 

are entering our seventh successive year of steady 

growth, at the top of the international league 

table. We are entering the fifth year in which this 

t ady growth has been combined with low inflation. 

s4 ublic finances are sound and strong, and 
un 	ment is falling. 

re the fruits of the Government's 

determina 	n bad times as well as good, to hold 

firmly to 	policies of sound money and free 

markets. Once again, I reaffirm those policies. 

A4. I shall begin, as by reviewing the 

economic background to the <gudget. 	I shall then 

turn to monetary policy and to the fiscal prospect 

this year and next. Finally, I shall propose some 

changes in taxation designed to 

further the prospects that lie before 	A number 

of press releases, filling out the d 

proposals, will be available from the Vote 

soon as I have sat down. 
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this Parliament, inflation has aver 	d less than 

5 per cent. 

B4. During the first half of last year were 

affected by the pause 

have already referred. 

in world growth t 

But since the middle 
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B. THE ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

B1. I start with the economic background. 

B2. was dominated by the 

sudden collapse of the oil price. Our own economy 

was affected not only directly, as a major oil 

p ducer and exporter, but also by the pause in 

growth as the world economy adjusted to what 

described as the third oi •ck. Despite 

Izcoa4,e14;,,?1 

thi however,  (in  most respects the 

eveloped(as I foreshadowed a year ago. 

\> 

B3. In l9K6 as a whole output grew by a further 

21 per cent or so, which compares well with the 

experience of other industrialised countries. 
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at 31 per cent in 1986 rec&ded the lowest figure 

for almost 20 years.  —T4Toughoull'the  lifetime of 
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year they have grown strongly. 	Indeed, over the 

last three months the volume of non-oil visible 

exports was almost 10 per cent higher than a year 

earlier - a better performance than that of any 

other major economy. This pattern was reflected in 

the rapid growth of manufacturing output in the 

second half of last year. 

tr 

Alcvd r4.4..4/ a1ree-A 

ovt. .rvvrityjmealklattv4  

k1 cerv, PT4044A 

.? 

his resurgence of economic growth, coupled 

wi 	special measures we have taken, has brought 

abou 	come fall in the number of people out of 

work. 	August unemployment has fallen by more 

than 100, 	the largest six-monthly fall since 

1973. Thouh the numbers out of work are still far 

too high, both youth unemployment and long-term 

unemployment are now ower than they were a year 

ago. 

B6. Since the early mó 

t A ) 
	

been a further 
	

in productivity, 

indu-stry. 	This 

continues the remarkable improvement in productivity 

growth achieved by British industry eroughout the 
/1, f 	If‘Os 	J 

1980s. 	 Nao 	• 

• 
seven major industrial countries in the 

blivt-Thit-e  /9 kr)  
-L-÷re—s-ev-en—spaa-r-s—aia 	ur annual rate o 

1?  

of output per head in manufacturing has b 	t 

growth in manufactui9Tq7was the lowe all the 

highest of all the seven major industrial count 'es. 
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B7.  The Let;oLded eurrent  acc unt of the balance of 

payments went into deficit in 1986 by around 

El billion. This followed a cumulative current 

account surplus of some E20 billion between 1979 and 

1985. Some deterioration in our current account was 

inevitable in the face of a itE5 billioryr loss of 

earnings on oil trade virtually overnight. But the 

significance of this should not be exaggerated. The 

nge rate adjustment that followed the fall in 

price is already contributing to an improved 

non 	1 rade performance. And earnings from  01111d1"-. 

40 Guttn, a 	i,J -11- 	/5' 71 
massi 	k of net overseas asse s w lc at well 

over E1IS 	ion is second only to that of Japan, 

will provi 	a continuing support_ to the current 

account in the years ahead. 

B8. Looking ahead, 	pect 1987 to be another year 

of steady, balance 	griLh with low inflation. 

Total output is foreca 	to rise by 3 per cent, with 

exports and investment 	her more than that. 

Manufacturing industry, in oparticular, should do 

well. And with the non-oil economy set to grow at 

31 per cent, there is every chance of unemployment 

Budget Speech I said that the 

continuing to fall throughout 1987.tplast year's 

1  
for jobs 

depended on a sustained improvem 1, 	the 

performance of business and industry 	That 

sustained improvement in economic performa 

occurred and is continuing. 
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B9. Despite the strong growth in exports, it will 

inevitably take time for the full effect of the 

exchange rate adjustment to work through. The 

current account is thus likely to remain in deficit 

this year, by some £21 billion, around half of 

one per cent of GDP. 

s (de& 1.474,tit.) 

on an 

I foreshadowed in the Autumn Statement, 

ion may continue to edge up for a time, 
ave-r 4i 

2=glaxmommt  by the Summer), before falling 

er cent by the end of the year. While 

uctuations are inescapable, it remains 

; 
s prime objective to keep inflation 

unamb
f 

uously downward underlying trend. 

Bll. Given the continuation of present policies in 

this country, the risk to the excellent 

prospect I have ou ti' 2is that of a downturn in 

the world economy as whole. There are still 

serious 	imbalances ting 	the 	three 

major economies - the United0States on the one hand 

and Japan and Germany on the other - which, if not 

handled properly, could lead to 	simultaneous 

downturn in all three. And this 	 could be 

foreign 

exchange markets, whose tendency to ove ho is as 

notorious as it is damaging. 
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B12. It was to address these dangers that the 

Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors of 

six major nations met in Paris last month, and 

agreed among other things to co-operate closely in 

fostering a period of exchange rate stability. In 

my Budget Speech last year, T said: 

"Provided we are not over-ambitious, I believe 

that the Plaza accord is something we can 

sefully build on." 

Th 

it wo 

remain. 

hat we have now done, with Plaza II. But 

idle to deny that the wider risks still 

NA2  
B13. But short of a world downturn, which can and 

must be avoided, British industry now has an 

outstanding opportun 	with growing markets at 

home and overseas,\\1 	inflation, rapidly growing 

productivity and gr 	y improved profitability. 

Provided it can controlq 
au) a4SUK— 	'- 

prei lrt competitive advant 	we can look forward to 
0 1 

many more years of strong growth combined with low 

inflation. 

sts and maintatp its 
Se,g--- 	0120-1, 
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C. MONETARY POLICY 

Cl. For its part, the Government will keep in place 

a sound and prudent financial framework. That 

means, as it has done since 1980, the medium-term 

financial strategy. 

The central objective of the MTFS is steadily 

uce the growth of money GDP over the medium 

as to squeeze inflation out of the system 

and 	t 	tely to achieve price stability. 

Thiq 'res monetary discipline buttressed 

1/7' hy low pub c sector borrowing. 	The essential 

instrument of monetary policy must remain short term 

interest rates. These will continue to be set in 

the light of rnonj4g  conditions as indicated 

principally by the f narrow and broad money 

and the behaviour of th exchange rate. 

For narrow money, MO, t'e• target range for next 

year will be 2 to 6 per cent, as foreshadowed in 

last year's MTFS. For broad money, however, as the 

Governor of the Bank of England co 	argued in 

his Loughborough lecture last Octob 	current 

circumstances it is probably wiser t. es ew an 

explicit target altogether. But broad mon 

1 
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assessing monetary conditions, 
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wucAl"t1.41"461"-441"or; 
. In my Lombard Association speech last April, I 

fc,  
out at considerable length precisely how 

( 	

::-....° 
ary policy is operated. While I note that in 

0th 

Mr Paul 

Federal 

rters this was felt to be unclear or in some 
litAxSA).• 

I am struck by the fact that 

er, Chairman of the United States 

Board, in his written testimony to 

the 3enat4 last month, explained how the Fed 

operates monetary policy in remarkably similar 

terms. 
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D. PUBLIC SECTOR BORROWING 

Dl. I mentioned a moment ago the need to keep 

public sector borrowing low. 

D2. The final outturn for the public sector 

borrowing requirement in 1985-86 was just under 

£6 billion, equivalent to 11 per cent of GDP, the 

Q 4 level since A1970-71,r. In my Budget last 

like 	illion of North Sea oil revenue, I 

nonethe 	•ecided to hold the PSBR for 1986-87 to 

£7 billi 	11 per cent of GDP. 

with a massive loss of what now looks 

D3. In the event, thin year's PSBR looks like 
it41/4 

turning out at only  ips  illion, or 1* per cent 
of GDP: the secon essive year of significant 

undershoot. 

Esl,/  

D4. This 	successful 	ome 	is 	chiefly 

attributable to the E444 buoyancy of non-oil 

tax revenues. And this in turn is due not to some 

short-term surge 	in consumer 	spending, 	but 
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DS. Looking ahead, there is still a degree of 

uncertainty surrounding oil prices, and I have 

therefore stuck to the assumption I made last year 

that the North Sea price will average $15 a barrel. 

But it is clear that the increased flow of non-oil 

tax revenues, coupled with the prospective further 

th of the economy in excess of the growth of 

d 94,4k 
■Ile■ 
 ex enditure, puts the public finances in an 

•V`- 

718w:  

D6. i 	to keep it that way. Last year's MTFS 

indicated 	BR for 1987-88 of £7 billion, or 

11 per cent of GDP; and, as the House will recall, 

strong position. 

gave an assurance at the time of the Autumn 
a. 44 s/c, 

Statement, when I an ounced 	 'a-1-4-nereases 
	 ) 

t on no account would I 

exceed that figure. 

D7. Indeed, I believe it 	ight to go below it. 

Since its inception in 1980, the MTFS has indicated 

a steadily declining path for the PSBR expressed as 

a percentage of GDP. We now have 	-  chance, not 

'47AiTspend in 



meanwhile, 

observation, of a 

uld 	make 	one 	further 

rent nature. 	Economic 
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Accordingly, I have decided to provide for a 

PSBR in 1987-88 of £4 billion. 

Inevitably, this greatly diminishes the scope 

I have this y ar for reducing the burden of 

taxation, which Içremains a major objective of 

Government policy. But I am sure it is right to err 

the side of prudence and caution, and to build a 

firmer base for the future. 	That is the 

e on which both I and my predecessor have 

cons 	y conducted economic policy these past 

eight y 

now. 

arguments are seldom co 1 	one way or another. 

This is chiefly because unusual for economic 

policies to be held in p1ac41ong enough to provide 

sufficient evidence. 	But the 1980s have been 

different; 	and, as a result, one critically 

important economic argument has now 	concluded, 

finally and decisively. 

Dll. Throughout our period of office, ou 	cs 

have consistently maintained not only that 

stimulus would produce real economic growth, ut 

and I see no reason to depart from it 
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114. 

critics, the economy would never have 

recedentedly favourable position it is 

expa 

been in 

in today. 
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that without an expansionary 	fiscal policy 

sustained growth was impossible. They were wrong, 

and have been proved wrong. The British economy is 

now embarking on its seventh successive year of 
rAtivrr"lP 

steady growth at  La-r-Gu414:_ij  3 per cent a year. 	And 

during that time the PSBR, even if privatisaLion 

proceeds are added back, has been deliberately and 
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Date: 5 March 1987 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
Mr Cassell 	Sir ?Middleton 

Mr Scholar 
Miss O'Mara 

Mr Painter, IR 

BUDGET STATEMENT : TAXATION SECTION : THIRD DRAFT 

I mentioned the lobby in favour of tax subsidies for R & D at the overview. It 

is possible that the lobby which favours this will latch on to the new PET relief 

for research spending mentioned in para D19 of the Chancellor's draft. It might 

argue, for instance, that it is odd to give a new North Sea relief, but not to 

do more for R & D generally which is needed to help improve the manufacturing 

trade balance now that oil prices have fallen. 

2. The answer to this is that the new PRT relief will deal with a problem caused 

by the field basis of PRT which makes the PRT regime tougher on research than 

the Corporation Tax regime which treats all research expenditure as allowable. 

This answer will in any event be in the defensive briefing. But it seems worth 

considering the case for and against making use of it in the speech. The case 

against is that to do so would draw attention to the argument about industrial 

R & D generally. The case in favour is that it would be worth trying to nip the 

argument in the bud from the start. This might be done by adding one low key 

sentence at the end of the paragraph on the lines of: 

"The treatment of research for PET will then be closer to the 

Corporation Tax regime which treats all research expenditure as 

allowable." 

/\/N 

N MONCK 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

FROM: 	A P HUDSON 

DATE: 	4 March 1987 

MR 4/84 

SIR T BURNS 

BUDGET SPEECH: ECONOMIC BACKGROUND 

The Chancellor notes that the main problem for 1987 now looks to be 

a simultaneous slow down in activity in all three major 

economies - the USA, Japan, and West Germany. 

2. 	He would like to refer to this point in the Budget Speech, and 

would be grateful if you could check that there is an appropriate 

paragraph. If not, please could you suggest how the point can be 

made by close tomorrow (Thursday 5 March)? 

A P HUDSON 
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• 
FROM: 
DATE: 

P D P BARNES 
C March 1987 

cc PS/Chancellor 
PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrip 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Battishill - IR 
Mr Isaac - IR 
Mr Painter - TR 
Mr Beighton - IR 
Mr McManus - IR 

Sir Angus Fraser - C & E 
Mr Knox - C & E 
Mr Wilmott - C & E 
Mr Bone - C & E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXTION THIRD DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary would like to insert the following paragraph 

after his suggested paragraph El5 of the Budget statement (my 

minute of 4 March): 

"I also want to help the trade unions in respect of the tax relief 

which they enjoy for sickness and accident benefits provided to 

their members. The current tax-exmpt limits, £2,400 for lump 

sums and £500 per annum for annuities, were set in 1982, and with 

effect from today I propose to increase them to £3,000 and £625 

respectively." 
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2/1111 In addition, the Economic Secretary has pointed out that 

111, word "restricted" in paragraph 7, line 9 of my minute to you 
of 4 March should have been "restrictive". 

P D P BARNES 

Private Secretary 
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• FROM: 	A P HUDSON 

DATE: 	5 March 1987 

MISS NOBLE 

BUDGET STATEMENT: SECTION E 

Miss Sinclair asked me to let you have a sight of this section of 

the Statement. 

2. 	Please could I have any comments by 4 pm tomorrow 

(Friday 6 March)? 

A P HUDSON 
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E. TAXES ON SAVING 

El. I turn now to the taxation of savings. 

A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

capitalism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

were more limited and language more inhibited, a 

property-owning democracy. 

That means wider home ownership, wider share 

ownership, and wider pension ownership. Over the 

past eight years, the Government has actively 

promoted the first two, and has now embarked on the 

third. 	Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's right to buy. And share ownership, 

through the encouragement of employee share 

schemes, which now involve 11 million workers, 

compared with [40,000] 	in 1979; through the 

massively successful privatisation programme, where 

Britain has led the world; and most recently through 

the Personal Equity Plan scheme, which I announced 

in last year's Budget and which started up on 

1 January this year. More than 2,000 people a day 

[UPDATE AS NECESSARY] are currently taking out 

Personal Equity Plans, many of them first-time 

investors, as I had hoped. 

f 
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We know that 63 per cent of households now own 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in 1979. 

There are, however, no official figures for the 

rather more explosive growth of share ownership in 

Britain over the past eight years. The Treasury and 

the 	Stock 	Exchange 	have 	therefore 	jointly 

commissioned a major independent survey of 

individual shareholding in Britain. The results are 

now available. They show that there are now some 

xx million individual shareholders in this country, 

amounting to yy per cent of the total adult 

population, and fully three times the number there 

were in 1979. 

And then there is wider pension ownership. 

This will be brought about by the introduction on 

1 January next year of the new personal pensions 

developed by my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State 

for Social Services. 

Personal pensions are an important dimension 

of ownership in three ways. First, they will enable 

employees - if they so wish - to opt out of their 

employers' schemes and made their own arrangements. 

Second, they will be a new opportunity for the 

,r (0 4' million employees who at present do not belong 

to an occupational scheme. And third, people may, 

again if they so wish, use them to contract out of 

SERPS. 
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In my Budget last year I undertook to bring 

forward proposals to give personal pensions the same 

favourable tax treatment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirement annuities. These were duly contained in 

a consultative document published last November, 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Finance Bill. 

This will also implement other useful reforms 

proposed 	in the consultative document. 	In 

particular, employers will be permitted to set up 

simplified occupational schemes with the minimum of 

red tape. This will be particularly welcome to many 

small employers who have been discouraged by the 

complexity 	and 	open-ended 	commitment 	of 	a 

full-blown final salary scheme. And there will be 

much greater scope for 	transferring between 

different types of pension scheme. 

In addition, I have decided to go beyond the 

proposals set out in the consultative document in 

one important respect. I propose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice instead of, as 

now, 	being restricted to plans within their 

employer's schemes. They will be able to top their 

pensions right up to the present tax approval 

limits. 

• 
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E10. The cost of the proposed tax concessions for 

personal pensions and freestanding additional 

voluntary contributions will be £75 million in 

1988-89. 

Ell. The proposals I have outlined will make it 

easier for people to take their pensions with them 

when they change jobs, which will be good for labour 

mobility and independence. It will widen the range 

of choices people can make about their pensions; and 

it will mean that in future they will have more 

control over the way in which their pension 

contributions are invested. 

But the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

be justified only if it is not abused. I propose, 

therefore, to introduce some limited changes to the 

present rules to restrict the excessive relief which 

can be obtained in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few very highly paid people. 	These will 

include, for all arrangements entered into from 

today, an upper limit of £150,000 on the maximum 

permissible tax-free lump sum, coupled with more 

rigorous rules on how pension and lump-sum benefits 

can be calculated, including a stricter definition 

of final salary. 

Details of all these changes are set out in an 

Inland Revenue press notice published today. 
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411  ph1.38 BUDGET SECRET 

covering BUDGET LIST ONLY 

FROM: A P HUDSON 

DATE: 6 MARCH 1987 

CHANCELLOR 

BUDGET SPEECH: TAXATION SECTION 

I attach an annotated version of your draft of the taxation 

section. There are a umber of references to other minutes etc, 

but I hope these are clear. 

You asked about the yields of various taxes. 	Mr Calder's 
tkicv4 ) minute i gves the figures. He has done them on an accruals basis, 

because that is the best picture over time - because of the lags 

in, eg. Inheritance Tax, the receipts in 1987-88 will not reflect 

the reductions, but the accruals will. I am doubtful about this, 

however: it's harder to explain, and the cash figures do not square 

with the ones we normally publish. I have asked for the same 

comparisons to be done on the receipts basis. (N ov,i 

titta44e1 	 Ce,t(kv-1,3 r.,v1"4,4tki,) 

In the meantime, I have drafted a couple of paragraphs based 

Vkiry 	on the percentage changes in real terms shown in Mr Calder's table. 

I discussed with Michael Scholar where the point fits best. 	It 
14.04- 1044, 	would be hard to work in at the start of the tax section, and would 
4 Cunt' ;0̀ e 

break the flow at the end. So "I suggest we build on the point you 

have already made on Inheritance Tax, and the new paragraphs are 

_ 40  therefore E21A and E21B. This does make it difficult to mention 
the higher rates of income tax, because you will not have announced 

;j\e, „0101Am 	the 1987-88 levels at that stage. 

Gt2, 
4. 	Gill Noble has made a general comment on the pensions section. 

She points out that the Government has made a series of changes 



which amount to a major improvement in the regime for private 

pensions (early leavers, AVCs, personal pensions, simpler 

employers' schemes). We are now in a position to draw all these 

together and bring out the full extent on the changes. Alastair 

Ross Goobey's suggestions begin to do this, but we could usefully 

consider going further. 

A P HUDSON 

4 



BUDGET SECRET 

INLAND REVENUE 
STATISTICS DIVISION 
SOMERSET HOUSE 

FROM: J R CALDER 
DATE: 6 MARCH 1987 

COPY NO.1 OF 25 

MR HUDSON 

YIELDS OF TAXES 

I attach, as agreed, a table providing the figures for tax 

yields in 1978-79, 1982-83, 1986-87 (estimated) and 

1987-88 (forecast) on a receipts basis. I also attach the 

previous accrual table with an updated stamp duty figure for 

1987-88 and a minor correction to the real percentage changes 

based on the RPI from 1978-79 to 1986-87 for the taxes other 

than corporation tax. 

,cg 
J R CALDER 

a • 

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Isaac 
Mr Painter 
Mr Beighton 
Mr McManus 
Mr Eason 
Mr Fitzpatrick 
Mr Gonzalez 
Mr Greenslade 
Mr Calder 
Mr Ko 
PS/IR 



06-Mar-87 	(Revised version) BUDGET SECRET 

TAX YIELDS 	(ESTIMATED ACCRUALS) 	£ Million 

1987-88 
1978-79 1982-83 1986-87 (Latest 

forecast) 
Corporation tax 4300 6400 15300 17500 

of which: 	North Sea CT 250 900 1400 1400 
All 	other CT 4050 5500 13900 16100 

Inheritance 	lax 420 560 1180 (1g9-) 
Capital 	gains tax 40 690 1590 1930 
Stamp duties 430 870 1840 2100 
Income tax 	: 	excess 
over basic rate 810 1420 2350 3150 

1978-79 to 
1986-87 

Percentage chanie in real 	terms 	(GDP deflator) 

	

1978-79 to 	1978-79 to 	1982-83 to 

	

1987-88 	1982-83 	1986-87 
Corporation tax 80% 97% -107. 997. 

of which: 	North Sea CT 183% 1717. 1197. 307. 
All 	other CT 747. )i4:1$ -, -177. 1107. 

Inheritance tax 467. : 	367. -187. 787. 
Capital 	gains tax 707. -127. 937. 
Stamp duties 118% 139% 23% 777. 
Income tax 	 : 	excess 
over basic rate 497. 917. 7% 397. 

1978-79 to 

Percentage change in real 	terms 	(RPI) 

1978-79 to 1978-79 to 1982-83 to 
1986-87 1987-88 1982-83 1986-87 

Corporation tax 82% 997. -87. 987. 
of 	which: 	North Sea CT 1867. 1747. 1217. 29% 

All 	other 	CT 757. 957. -177. 1107. 
Inheritance tax 477. 377. -167. 767. 
Capital 	gains tax 717. 1007. -117. 917. 
Stamp duties 1207. 1417. 257. 7b7. 
Income tax 	: 	excess 

over basic rate 50% 937. 9% 38% 

1982-83 to 
1987-88 

1187. 

247. 

134% 

657. 
125% 

937. 

78% 

1982-83 to 

1987-88 

1187. 

24% 

1337. 

64% 

1237. 

Y27. 

777. 

Notes : 	1. Corporation tax figures are on a calendar year basis leg 1978 for 1978-79) and are net of repayments. 
2. Inheritance tax includes capital transfer tax and estate duty. 



1978-79 to 

1987-88 

86% 
6467. 

72%-- 

91% 

4' 	- • 
BUDGET SECRET 

TAX RECEIPTS £ Million 

1987-88 1986-87 
1978-79 1982-83 (Latest 

eslimale) 
(Latest 

fureLas1) 
Corporation tax 3940 5680 13300 14900 

of which: 	North Sea CT 90 520 2670 1410 
All 	other CT 3850 5160 10630 134 

Inheritance tax 510 990  
Capital 	gains tax 350 630 1050 
Stamp duties 430 870 1840 2100 
Income 	tax 	: 	excess 
over basic rate 810 1420 2350 3150 

1978-79 to 

1986-87 
Corporation tax 737. 

of which: 	North Sea CT 13757. 
All 	other CT 42% 

Inheritance tax 387. 
Capital 	gains tax 537. 
Stamp duties 118% 
Income tax 	 : 	excess 
over basic rate 49% 

1978-79 to 

Corporation tax 
of 	which: 	North Sea CT 

All 	other CT 

1986-87 
75% 

1385% 
43% 

Inheritance tax 397. 
Capital 	gains tax 547. 
Stamp duties 1207. 
Income tax 	: 	excess 
over basic rate 50% 

Percentage change in real terms (GDP deflator)  

1978-79 to 1982-83 to 
1982-83 198617 

-12% 977. 
243% 3307. 
-18% 73% 
-15% 637. 
107. 397. 
23% 77% 

7% 39% 

Percentage change in real terms (RPI)  

1978-79 to 1978-79 to 1982-83 to 
1987-88 19E2-83 198617 

887. -10% 95% 
652% 248% 3267. 
747. -17% 71% 
'487.:.  -14% 617. 
8 117. 38% 

1417. 257. 75% 

93% 97. 38% 

1982-83 to 

1987-88 

1117. 

117% 

110% 

73% 
657. 

937. 

78% 

1982-83 to 

1987-88 

109% 

116% 

1097. 

727. 

64% 

92% 

77% 

Notes : 1. Income tax figures are on an accrual basis. 

2. Inheritance tax includes capital transfer tax and estate duty. 
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BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 

NEW PARAGRAPH E21A 

And the picture is the same for other taxes. The 

capital gains tax exempt amount has gone up 

substantially, and indexation relief has been 

introduced - but the yield next year, after taking 

account of inflation, will be nearly double that in 

1978-79. 

The yield of stamp duty has more than doubled in 

real terms, although the rate has been halved 

generally and cut by 75 per cent for shares. And 

corporation tax is expected to bring in nearly 

90 per cent more in real terms next year than in 

1978-79. 

NEW PARAGRAPH E21B 

These figures testify to the extra activity and 

widespread prosperity in a flourishing economy. Hon 

Members opposite - who are pledged to increase most 

if not all of these tax rates should take heed. It 

is far from certain that they would raise any extra 

revenue. But the damage they would cause to the 

economy is clear. 
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cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Battishill IR 
Mr Isaac 	IR 
Mr Painter 	IR 
Mr Beighton 	IR 

PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY 

 

BUDGET STATEMENT: 	TAXATION SECTION: 	THIRD 

The 	Financial 	Secretary 	has 	some 	suggestions 

latest draft of 	the Budget 	Statement 

and attachment]. 

First, 	a general comment on the 

DRAFT 

to 	offer 	on 	the 

[your(BLO) 	note of 	2 March 

tone of the whole statement. 

The Financial 	Secretary 	thinks that 	it is important 	not to 	be 

too partisan, 	if 	the 	Chancellor 	is 	to 

the House. 

be given 	a good hearing 

in 

 

of 

On 	the 	"third 	draft" 	the 

detailed suggestions: 

Financial 	Secretary has a series 

(i) 

No  

A e reel  PA 00rftr 444) 

3Al2` ti4V""v  rrtfrJe" te0 

,A1C4 -414 .1 

Paragraph D12: since the difference in treatment 

has already led to abuse, the Financial Secretary 

suggests a redraft. "This difference in treatment 

of different companies cannot be justified and has 

been atu_sed by some companies. In order to prevent 

the timing of a substantial proportion of the LoLal 

Corporation Tax yield being put at risk, I propose 

...." running into the rest of paragraph D13. 

BUDGET: SECRET 

- 1 - 
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Paragraph D20: 	the Financial Secretary is not 

convinced that the passage on oil measures should 

include no estimate of net cost. He will consider 

this further at his meeting on Monday. 

Paragraph D22: the Financial Secretary thinks this 

needs some amplification. 	He suggests retaining 

thc first thrcc sentences and continuing: "I propose 

to extend the rules to include post-productio 

distribution activities. 	Second, there have been 

complaints that the present rules produce end-year 

bunching of BES investments and hence crowd out 

some projects and lead to bad decisions on others. 

I propose to permit the investor to claim part of 

the relief against his previous year's income. This 

will make it easier for BES companies to raise Finance 

throughout the year." 

Paragraph D23: the Financial Secretary has had a 

go at drafting something here: 	"Training and 

retraining are vital to a  dymaa4Q„,  flexible*  ift/LJ 

competitive economy. Some companies may be willing 

to h lp ,witta, the  re.trainila  of workers who  apir-e—te 
W 	CA.^. 	 S 

.1.1.31,a41.,(Tf--- 17);nies training unrelated 
11 kW. 	+Ix ki 

employee's existing job this  filma41446.1.14 -13'e 

a 	 1# A, tc Ak  . 
• 

(04010 
to  takeairj  raining out of tax, 

companies to help employees 

to acquire new skills." 

I propose 

to encourage more 

who are moving jobs 

(v) 	Paragraph E17: Add "These changes will be of benefit 

to unquoted companies and to heritage properties, 

both of which are often held in trust." 

BUDGET: SECRET 

- 2 - 
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(vi) 	Paragraph E19: the Financial Secretary prefers "family 

house" to "family home." 

JEREMY HEYWOOD 
Private Secretary 

BUDGET: SECRET 

- 3 - 
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• 
MR ALLAN 

FROM: P N SEDGWICK 
DATE: 9 MARCH 1987 

cc Sir P Middleton 
Sir T burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Odling-Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Mr S Davies 
Mr Mowl 
Miss O'Mara 
Ms Evans 

BUDGET STATEMENT : CHANCELLOR'S DRAFT 

You asked me to check the figures in square brackets in B7. 	I have 

added a few more comments on the numbers. 

-  Paragraph B3  

The very latest estimates of average growth at an annual rate since 

1981in are 

	

GDP(0) 	 GDP(A) 

	

2.83% 	 2.66% 

I suggest that the second sentence of this paragraph refers to "growth 

approaching 3 per cent a year". The same point applies as well to 

paragraph Dll. 

Paragraph B6: first sentence 

Given the data so far available we can only say that manufacturing 

productivity growth has surged. 

Paragraph B7  

For information the cumulative current account surplus between May 1979 

and December 1985 is - taking account of the CSO's latest 

revisions - £20.2bn. 



BUDGET CONFIDENTIAL 

• 
The oil trade surplus is shown below 

£ billion 

1985 	 8.1 	 9.2 (adjusted for coal strike) 

1986 	 4.2 	 4.2 

I think it is correct to quote the figure for the change in oil trade 

on a coal strike adjusted basis, so the £5bn. figure should stand. 

P N SEDGWICK 

• 

v 

A 14A- 4m-c-, 	 5 	fur., 	; L.; 

...--- 
In woAvIc rAtr. et .../1 ,3,--je 	

A*t4 	(...—A 	WAre 	JAR., ......) 
a weraot l,a 	r  

tpel-tel 40 	S ItAi t.u....)- 	J. ‘ L., _y4 	. ..... 	e ......„A„.., ,-)  . 	I  .110Th 

I- rt.'.  

t o 
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YEAR GDP(A) GROWTH RATE 

1948 	45.9 
1949 	47.6 	3.7 
1950 	49.3 	3.6 
1951 	50.2 	1.8 
1952 	50.5 	0.6 
1953 	52.4 	3.8 
1954 	54.6 	4.2 
1955 	56.5 	3.5 
1956 	57.3 	1.4 
1957 	58.2 	1.6 
1958 	58.0 	-0.3 
1959 	60.3 	4.0 
1960 	63.7 	5.6 
1961 	65.3 	2.5 
1962 	66.2 	1.4 
1963 	68.9 	4.1l  
1964 	72.7 	5.5 
1965 	74.8 	2.9 
1966 	76.1 	1.7 
1967 	77.8 	2.71 
1968 	81.1 	4.2 
1969 	83.0 
1970 	84.7 	2.0 
1971 	85.9 	1. 
1972 	88.1 
1973 	94.5 	7.21 
1974 	92.9 	-1.7 
1975 	92.0 	-1.0 
1976 	94.4 	2. 
1977 	96.9 	2.6 
1978 	99.7 	2.9 
1979 	102.4 	2.7 	10" 
1980 	100.0 	-2..3 

	

1982 100.3 	
-1.2  z ipl/L 1981 	98.8 

1983 	103.8 	3.5 
1984 	106.6 	2.7 
1985 	110.3 	3.5 
1986 	113.1 	2.5 
1987 	116.6 	3.11 
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FROM: A C S ALLAN 

DATE: 9 March 1987 

cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary (2) 
Economic Secretary (2) 
Minister of State (2) 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling-Smee 

to, 	Mr Culpin 
Mr Miss O'Mara 

.  i  Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper

e--",  //lE_CedrS' 

Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Mr Battishill - IR 
Mr Isaac - IR 
Mr Painter - IR 
Mr Beighton - IR 
Mr McManus - IR 
Sir Angus Fraser - C&E 
Mr Knox - C&E 

ilmott - C&E 
ne - C&E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Chancellor was grateful for the comments on the third draft of 

the taxation section. 

• • 2. 	I attach the fourth draft. Please could I h 

by 6.00 pm tomorrow (Tuesday 10th). 

BUDGET SECRET 
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' 

As I noted in my earlier minute of today, the sections and 

raphs have been renumbered. 

7"\ 
777 4. 	Chancellor will be doing further work on the pension 

sect$o3,mself, and is thinking further about how to deploy the 

figur s for yields of taxes in 1978-79 and 1987-88. 

Ikt_c 
A C S ALLAN 
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ove 

will be unchanged at 35 p 	ent - lower than in any 

other major industrial nation, though the United 

that the main rate o 	ration  Taxlin 1987-881 

rate in advance. A2tingly, I can announce now 
\ 
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E. BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE 

 

El. I now turn to taxation. 	First, taxes on 

business. 

E2. The fundamental reform of the Corporation Tax 

system which I introduced in 1984 came fully into 

ect last April. The new system has undoubtedly 

Ikillekved the quality of business investment 

1S.1‘ 	s in Britain, and is also encouraging more 

ompanies to set up here. 

r" Foy 

nn " . 

E3. Durthg 	transition to the new system, 

companies were given advance notice of the main rate 

of Corporation Tax for the year ahead. This helped 

them in their forwar planning, and I intend as far 

as possible to con the practice of setting the 

States is now set to emulate us. 

all  E4. The low rate of Corporation 

introduced a further simplificati 

system. 

bles me to 

the 

1 
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all post-1982 gains. 

E8. It has, however, 

BUDGET SECRET 
BUDGET LIST ONLY 

NOT TO BE COPIED 

E5. At present, while companies' capital gains are 

liable to Corporation Tax, the amount of such gains 

is first adjusted by a certain fraction so that the 

effective rate of tax is the same as that on capital 

gains made by individuals. This dates back to the 

time when the two rates of tax were far apart. 

This is no longer the case: 	indeed, the 

ation Tax rate for small companies is now 

Capital Gains Tax rate. 

E7. I  K fefore propose 	that, 	from today, 

companies 	ital gains be charged at the 

appropriate 	Corporation 	Tax 	rate, 	without 

adjustment, save for the indexation which applies to 

WW1 IL 1' 
cowim-rwe.4 t.,44„,& 

en argued that   o pito]. gailis 
aulr ) 

taxed twice, 

once in the hands of the 	mpany and once in the 

hands of the shareholder. I believe there is some 

justice in this complaint. Accordingly, I propose 

to remedy it by allowing companies et payments 

of Advance Corporation Tax against 	liability 

to tax on capital gains. 

E9. Taken together, these changes shou 	ld 

£60 million in 1988-89. 

BUDGET SECRET 
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after the end of the acc 

tax is due. 

would expect it to yield around £100 million in 

1988-89. 

E13. I therefore 

building societies sb 

with all liable to p 

se that all companies and 

be treated the same way, 

ration Tax nine months 

g period on which the 

The change TAthl be phased in, but I 

BUDGET SECRET 
BUDGET LIST ONLY 

NOT TO BE COPIED 

E10. I also have some further simplification/ and 

rationalisation of the Corporation Tax system to 

announce. 

Atew4  
Ell. At present,companies established before 1965 

do not have to pay their Corporation Tax until up to 

21 months after the end of the period for which it 

due, whereas companies established since 1965 

to pay their tax after 9 months - and some 

• 8 0 societies have to pay sooner still. 

E12. T 	difference in treatment cannot be 

justi fie reover, it io open to an abube which 

could put `the timing of a subsLdnLial proportion ot 

the total Corporation Tax yield at risk. 

E14. I also propose to legislate now 	e the way 

for a new method of collecting Corpora 	ax, to 

be known as Pay and File. At present, man 	any 

accounts are not received in time to agree 	tx 

liability before payment is due. 	So there s a 

BUDGET SECRET 
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on, 	including 	major 

Revenue's computer 

1 BUDGET SECRET 
1 BUDGET LIST ONLY 

laborious process of an estimated assessment from 

the Inland Revenue and an appeal from the company. 

tinder ray and File companies will estimaLe Lheir Lax 

liabilities themselves, and pay on the normal due 

date. Tax liabilities will be finalised once 

companies submit their returns and accounts. Where 

it turns out that the initial payment was too low, 

company will pay interest to the Revenue; where 

nitial payment was too high, the Revenue will 

' erest to the company. 

(7 
T 	ew approach was set out in last 

December 	3\consultative 	document 	on 	the 
"\ 

rennmmpndA inns in the Keith Committee Report, and 

was generally welcomed by the business community and 

their tax advisers. 

As this change ts 	of a wider programme of 

NOT TO BE COPIED 

streamlining 	tax 

developments in the 

systems, it will not come itqo force until the early 

1990s. But by legislating now I am giving taxpayers 

and their advisers a firm basis on w h to prepare 

for the new scheme. 

E17. While business and industry as a w 	doing 

well, the North Sea oil sector has inevit 	een 

hard hit by last year's oil price collapse. 

Hon Friend the Secretary of State for Energy 1cd I 
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-.4t4AH'00 
extraction not related to any part 

L/ 
‘ly 14,k)  ield 

crwv 
relief against PRT for research 

A  t 4 4:1 

E20. I hope that these carefully targ 

will give a worthwhile measure of help to 

Sea oil sector. 

anges 

rth 

afaie 

64. Irread 

StA jurtfr 

1(5;01,,t'  

w■,)  
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have followed closely the effects on North Sea 

producers and their suppliers. The industry itself 

is generally confident about the longer-term 

prospects; while as for the tax system, not only is 

it inherently price-sensitive, but the companies 

themselves have  tTalltt/s stressed their desire for 

stability. 

owever, 	in the light of the immediate 

, I introduced last autumn legislation to 

ard the repayment of over £300 million of 

Advanc .pleum Revenue Tax. This has already 

c\ helped 	an  - 	f the smaller and medium-sized 

companies taced with cash tlow ditticulties. 

E19. I now propose t 	further Petroleum Revenue Tax 

reliefs. First, 	m today companies may elect 

to have up to 10 per 	of the costs of developing 

certain new fields st 	inst their Petroleum 

Revenue Tax liabilities • existing fields, until 

such time as the income of those new fields exceeds 

the costs incurred. 	Second, there will be a new 

brin 
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and competitive economy. 	Some 

willing to help with the retraining 
cm. 

wish to eil-artge—th-ei-r/job. At present hf 

finance training unrelated to an 

existing job 
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E21. I have to set the 1988-89 car and car fuel 

benefit scales for those with company cars. The car 

scale charges still fall well short of the true 

value ot the benefit, and as last year I propose to 

increase them by 10 per cent. There will be no 
A1014-ej 

change in the car fuel iaarke-fit scales which, from 

4—Ap-r-44, will also be used tor VAT purposes s.rfre,"64tdra. 

Last year I put the Business Expansion Scheme 

<1/4:°\  
permanent footing. 	This year I have two 

provements to propose. First, the rules 

xed to make it easier for independent 

benefit from the scheme. Second, 

there have\loeen complaints that the prpsent rules 

produce end-year bunching of BES investments, and 

hence crowd out some projects and lead to bad 

decisions on other 	propose therefore to permit 

the investor to claim,-)p 	of the relief against his 

previous year's income 	is will make it easier 

for companies to raise 	inance throughout the 

year. 
	 0 

E23. Training and retraining are vital to a flexible 

6-0  

ot4Tee' 	OG'4"411 
be Lokfie. 	ta'X' er"" U42.  
elan 	0-20P-tott 	 -4,•ic 

ceat, A 
11.43. 	c4c.de, ) 

—  
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to encourage more companies to help 

employees  vAle-a-r-e-ffmmri7m-Irtm-to  acquire new skills A  

cif No.%) 	eir,  • 

The past few years have seen a remarkable and 

most welcome growth in the number of small 

businesses and the self-employed. The Government 

has done a great deal to lighten the burdens on this 

ally important sector of the economy. But I am 

aware that problems remain, not least in the 

VAT. 

gly, I asked Customs and Excise to 

144t  cultative document last autumn 
canvassing a number of changes. In the light of the 

responses to that document, I have four proposals to 

make. 

Perhaps the big 	problem faced by the small 

businessman today is t 
	

e customer who is late 

in paying his bills: so 	sometimes, that VAT 

becomes due before the bill Chas been paid. I can do 

nothing about late payment; but I can, I hope, do 

something about the VAT problem. 

My 	first 	and 	most 	import 

therefore, is that, as from 1 Octobe 

whose annual turnover is under El 
INA A41-) 	 - 	VA/ 

milli 	AL  ich 44. „ 
means 	 alf o al tra ers 

-410-144;149' 
will be able to choose to account for VAT o the Lv 

roposal, 

17001,414.014 
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t legally introduce this change without first 

a 	derogation 	from 	the 	European 

basis 
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In other 	words, of 	cash 	paid 	and 	received. 

they will have no liability 	to pay VAT until they 

themselves have received the money from their 

customers. In addition to 	easing the cash flow 

problems caused by late payers, this system will of 

course provide automatic VAT relief for bad debts. 

E 8. I have to warn the House, however, that 1 

Com 	 Sixth VAT Directive. I am applying for 

the nec 	y derogation today. The House will note 

that the 	p 	limit of El million is considerably 

greater 	an 	the 	£100,000 	suggested 	in the 

consultative document. 

E29. Second, I 	 to give these businesses the 

option of accounting 	 ?  VAT on an annual basis. 

Instead of making guar 

regular payments on accojnd then file a single 

return at the end of the y6ar. This option, which 

offers considerable streamlining, will be available 

next year. 

eturns, they would make 

E30. Third, the period within which 

apply to be registered for VAT will be 

ten to thirty days. 

sses must 

d from 
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E31  ouroGgritiEsTioNteych  nges to the rules for 

the special VAT schemes for retailers, and more 

small and medium-sized businesses will be able to 

make use of the simpler schemes. 

I believe that the changes I have outlined, and 

in particular the option to move to cash accounting, 

will be widely welcomed by the small business 

(P 
 

munity. The cost will be £115 million in 1987-88 

‹:

1:0 million in 1988-89. 

ddition, I propos to increase the VAT 

e21,3ooTreT-Fiaiiinuili permitted under 

existing udwol‘ an Community law. 

 

the light of the r sponses to the consultative 

document, I shall going ahead either with the 

withdrawal of the so- <ftj2ed standard method by which 

retailers calculate th •ss takings for VAT, or 

with the compulsory dere ation of traders below 

the VAT threshold. 

increase the limit for Capital Gains 

relief by 25 per cent, from £100,000 
PIS CALA 	 11'0 014-s 

ihrt.---t4e—e-errfri-me  the annuaI exemp amoun 

increased  uamcamtpolftelp  in line with 

indexation  Ix-6,601D . 

I have one further measure to 	lp the small 

businessman, unrelated to VAT. 	 ropose to 

tirement 

5,000. 

be 
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potential revenue loss, will be so 

1987-88 and £400 million in 1988-89 

0 million in 

E38. Second, I propose to change the  1f 	that 

companies in multinational groups which e 	al 

residence will no longer be able to secur 
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E36. An essential element in any ongoing programme 

f tax reduction and reform must always be the 

elimination of unintended or unjustified tax breaks 

which cause rates of tax generally to be higher than 

they need to be. Accordingly, I have five proposals 

to make today to this end. 

11 
,3 

aelL 
irPt7 

 r 
 

	

lev 	IfSq 

	

kAA 	tv,,r).104 

ms1 CZ 

• The first concerns VAT, and has already been 

bject of extensive consultation. The House 

aware that a business that provides a 

is exempt from VAT cannot in turn 

tax on its purchases. But where the 

activities of" business are in part liable to VAT 

and in part exempt, the existing rules are 

xcessively generous as to the amount of input tax 

t can be deduct and this generosity is being 

loited on a g 	199->  scale. 	The rules must 
■ 

wi 

serv  ‹t 

deduct 

th refore be change 

■V 

and the changes, which I 

cember, will come into 

theze-w44a 

The yield 

6awr-0 	 r•e4 

k,elltr-wk,  • 

tik 	voi•lt 

cwa 

Iftestid 

iA•46.4tr 	NeAV 

IN06 11142% 
tAtaie- Fre 

:"44,AN4. 

unced to the House 

ffect on 1 April. 

,be-a-s-impIer-system, 
6101"-- 

6e. . • 	• - 

from this,  Wg'id 	in effect is a measure of the 

relief twice on one and the same interest payment. 
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provisions made by other finan al 	aders. 

ntly 

with Lloyd's about the details of the leg]. 	1  . 

/114;The new rules will first apply to premiums p4 le 

I have asked the Inland Revenue to consu 
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Genuine trading companies will not be affected. 

This change, which will take effect on 1 April, 

follows the oimilar action recently taken by the 

United States. The change will yield £125 million 

in 1988-89. 

E39. Third, I propose to end the present excessively 

erous treatment of tax credit relief for foreign 

olding tax paid on interest on bank loans. In 

banks will be able to offset this tax credit 

onl g t tax on the profit on the relevant loan, 

and no 

broadly 

widely. 	This will bring our rules 

line with those in most other 

Thp nhangp will apply from 1 April this 

year for new loans and from 1 April next year for 

existing loans. It will yield some £20 million in 

1988-89. 

E40. Fourth, 

urirma44-8444 	tax treat 	of Lloyd's syndicates 
C_ 	 

as it applies to the Reinsur-ance Ed-Close sys e 

therefore propose to bring -tlae.__tAx—tr-eatme-n-t----e-f 
+/La- 

4.4.05,432,&,  into line with 414-e----t-erir—ttc-e-a-t-me-mt- of 

provisions for outstanding liab 	 made by 

ordinary insurance companies an 	deed, of 
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for the Lloyds account which closes on 31 December 

this year. Cte yiJ—yri -tr-d 

rew treammrtrt-. 

E41 Fifth, I also propose to implement the Keith 

Committee's recommendation that interest should be 

rged in the limited number of cases where PAYE is 

pplied properly and a formal assessment has to 

to recover the tax. The change will take 

om April next year, and the yield in 

stimated at £45 million. 

c\ 

I ha one further proposal to make in the 

broad field of the taxation of business and 

enterprise. 

In my Budget  0 	year I suggested the 

eff 

1988-8 

possibility of introdu 

for profit-related pay. 

measure of tax relief 

E44. I pointed then to two considerable advantages 

‘1 

,Adt,?v-9  415 IrLAV/  00v 
 

f  

that might be expected to flow fro 

would have a more direct personal 
Lavt,. 	Jawslisimr- 

1 s earned b t4mii.i.eferefftrefi9;; and, 

would be a greater degree of pay flexibill 

face of changing market conditions, 

if, as a nation, we are to defeat the scour 

unemployment. 

arrangements 

which relate pay to profits. Fir tip workforce 

11 (\rult in the 

there 
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E451  rupqtryLIF Ptekfiritcct  a Green Paper on 

Profit-Related Pay in conjunction with my Rt Hon and 

Noble Friend the Secretary of State for Employment 

and my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for 

J=Le4.4a=1-H-4.1.1a-s-eo 

	

Trade and Industry. And I 	 me 

to introduce a scheme of tax relief broadly along 

the lines floated in the Green Paper. 

Wilv-pv-ilircrirpmri--change  I propose 	ouble- the 

tion of an employee's profit-related pay that 

_14)ble 
eone 

pay in profit-related form, the tax 

equivalent to a penny off the basic 

rate of income tax. The cost will inevitably depend 

on take-up: it could be £50 million in 1988-89, 

take-up grows ;  0,4 

t„.14  -  re0L  testa...F..  IA1 PCY 

E47. Profit-related pa  P  o panacea. But then 

there are  no panaceas. Wh 	it is is a tool to help 
0 

British business gradually to overcome one of our 

biggest national handicaps: 	the nature and 

behaviour of our labour market,. 	I am today 

challenging British management to t 	vantage of 

that tool and to make good use of i 	 he good 

of their 	 ell' workforce and the 	ntry. 

relief wil 

for tax relief from a quarter to a half, 

on average earnings receiving 5 per 

building up to su 	antially more than that as 

41.4  "."-", 	
• 	cs.". eim1,110. 

7.A.411,01.ton, 	 '14 
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took out Personal Equity Plans of them 

first-time investors, as I had hoped 
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r-Grre\div:4 	
F. TAXES ON SAVING 

Fl. I turn now Lo Lhe taxation ot savings. 

F2. A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

capitalism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

w re more limited and language more inhibited, a 

rty-owning democracy. 47 
F3. 

owners 

past el 

means wider home ownership, wider share 

d wider pension ownership. Over the 

ears, the Government has actively 

promoted ti;dEt first two, and has now emlicuked on the 

third. Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's right to buy. And share ownership, 

through the rapid h of employee share schemes; 

through the massi7331 successful privatisation 

programme, where Brita has led the world; and most 

recently through the n rsonal Equity Plans, 

which I announced in last<ear's Budget and which 

started up on 1 January this year. In the first 

month of the scheme, more than 2,000 people a day 

F4. We know that 63 per cent of householsI 	own 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent 

1 
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again if they so wish, use them to t out of 

SERPS. 

In my Budget last year I undertook 

forward proposals to give personal pensions th 

I BUDGET SECRET 
1 BUDGET LIST ONLY 

Thet-e—LTAmt11, however, no official figures for the 

more explosive growth of share ownership in Britain 

over the past eight years. The Treasury and the 

Stock Exchange therefore jointly commissioned a 

major independent survey of individual shareholding 

in Britain. The results are now available. They 

show that there are now some 81 million individual 

shareholders in this country - amounting to one 

h of the total adult population, and roughly 

times the number there were in 1979. 

NOT TO BE COPIED 

en there is wider pension ownership. 

This wi 	\Iprought about by the introduction on 
v 

1 January cjiext year of the new personal pensions 

developed by my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State 

for Social Services. 

important dimension Personal pens ns/Are an 

of ownership in three . First, they will enable 

employees - if they so - to opt out of their 

employers' schemes and mak e) their own arrangements. 

Second, they will be a new opportunity for the 

10 million employees who at present do not belong to 

an occupational scheme. And t people may, 
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rs who have been discouraged by the 
c\ 
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favourable tax treatment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirement annuities. These were duly contained in 

a consultative document published last November, 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Finance Bill. 

F8. The Bill will also implement other useful 

rms proposed in the consultative document. In 

lar, employers will be permitted to set up 

si 	i f -d occupational schemes with the minimum of 

red t 	This will be particularly welcome to many 

small 

complexiti"; 
	

open-ended 	commitment 	of 	a 

full-blown final salary scheme. And there will be 

much greater 	scope for 	transferring between 

different types of p 	ion scheme. 

F9. In addition, I h( 7e decided to go beyond the 

proposals set out in t1 -4 ultative document in 

one important respect. 	opose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice 

now, being restricted to plans 

employer's schemes. They will be able 

pensions right up to the present 

benefit limits. 

ead of, as 

in their 
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F10 The proposals I have outlined will make it 

easier for people to take their pensions with them 

when they change jobs, which will be good au labour 

mobility and independence. It will widen the range 

of choices people can make about their pensions; and 

it will mean that in future they will have more 

control over the way in which their pension 

tributions are invested. 

t the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

ied only if it is not abused. I propose, 

theref 	o introduce some limited changes to the 

present 	6.to restrict the excessive relief which 
can he nht ingld in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few ery highly paid people. 	These will 

include a stricter definition of final salary and, 

for all arrangem 	ntered into from today, an 

upper limit of £1500 	the maximum permissible 

tax-free lump sum, coJçed ith more rigorous rules 

on how pension and 1 um benefits can be 

calculated. 

F12. The net cost of the overall package is 

estimated at £65 million in 1988-8 	will depend 

very much on take-up. 

F13. In my 1984 Budget I reformed the ii 	that 

apply to tax exempt life assurance is 

friendly societies. I did so because the movement's 
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tax 	pLivalyb weLe- betng  inJreasingly exploited by 
1 I.J .lJ  LI 	I- I L I CP I  %, 

certain new Friendly Societies which had been set up 

for purely commercial reasons. 

However, I am anxious that the traditional 

Friendly Societies, which have played a valuable 

part in mutmal self-help for many generations, 

should be able to plan for Lhe future with 

Q _01  fidence. I have therefore decided to replace the 
g limit based on the sum assured with a new 

liiji 	sed on annual premiums. 	I propose to set 

this 	0 a year, which will greatly increase the 

scope 	 traditional societies to offer life 

policies ttioir members. 

The tax-exempt limits governing sickness and 

accident benefits 	h trade unions provide for 

their members hav 	otr\been changed since 1982. 

With effect from toda 	I propose to increase them 

to E3,000 for lump sums 	25 for annuities. 

Finally, in this section, I turn to Inheritance 

Tax. 

In my Budget last year I 	shed the 

pernicious Capital Transfer Tax on lite gifts 

between 	individuals, 	which 	was 	p 	larly 

damaging to the ownership and health 

business. 	This year I propose to extend the 

I C, I I m f"` C: -11-  I 1 c■ -r (1 NI L  y  
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exereptql,P4VoILXI CINLYimiilar  terms, to gifts 

involving settled property where there is an 

interest in possession. 	This will not, however, 

apply to discretionary trusts. 

r40,11,— 	 inA441.:woma 
be o 	enefit to 

properties, both of which are often held in trust. 

I also propose to make two minor changes 

cting business assets. 	First, in what is 

an unwanted tribute to the unlisted 

se 	es market, holdings in USM companies will 

henc 	be treated for Inheritance Tax purposes 

in pre 	the same way as holdings in companies 
S\ 

with a 	Stock Exchange listing. 	Second, 

business relief for minority holdings in excess of 

25 per cent in unquoted companies will be increased 

from 30 per cent to 0 per cent. 	The purpose of 

both these changes 	o concentrate business relief 

more accurately on t 	e assets which could provide 

funds to pay the tax dh 	the risk of damaging 

the business. 

Thanks to the efforts of this Government, the 

tax regime for the heritage has beefich improved. 

Today, I have two further char 

First, I am exempting from Inheritan 

property that is put into a heritage 

fund within two years of the death of a li 

And second, I propose to improve the arra 

These changes will 

s and to heritage 

propose. 

settled 

enance 
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for acceptance of property in lieu of tax. 	In 

future, owners will have the choice of either the 

present system, or an arrangement under which no 

interest would be charged between the offer and 

acceptance, but the tax wouldrin that ca41be based 

on the market value at the date of the offer and 

not, as now, at the date of acceptance. 

The abolition of the tax on lifetime giving 

the first importance to family businesses. 

main conscious that it did little to help 

taxable estates, where the family home 

am n asset. 

I therefore propose to make a substantial 

increase in the threshold for Inheritance Tax, from 

£71,000 to £90,000 	1 d with a simplification of 

result of this change, he number of estates liable 

the rate structure 	))17 even rates to four. As a 

<5.  

to Inheritance Tax will 	t by roughly a third. 
5 

The cost will be EV mIllion in 1987-88 and 

£1V0 million in 1988-89. 

Despite this substantial rel owever, and 

all 	the other much-needed 	rel5f 	that my 

predecessor and I have introduced sin 	9, the 

House may be interested to learn that th 	cted 

yield of Inheritance Tax in 1987-88, 

El billion, is nearly three times the yie 

But 

the sm 

is ofte 
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Capilta ff71 TR2EfI L4ET  i  9 i%\;   -79 
 
,  an increase in real 

terms of over 50 per cent. 

8 
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owever, in the light of representations I have 

I have decided to extend slightly the VAT re 
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G. TAXES ON SPENDING 

Gl. 	I now turn to the taxation of spending. 

G2. 	I 	have 	already 	announced 	some 
tilikt""Afiek 4:4oPt. 

important 

changes in ),I' to prevent avoidance and to help the 

small businessman. I have no other proposals for 
VA-r 

major changes in value 	ctdded t 	this year. 

relie s  7itroduced  last year for certain aspects 

of char' N  16■  work. 

I propose to relieve charities from VAT on 

certain welfare vehicles used by hospices to 

transport the t 	lly ill; on installing or 

adapting lavatory or- 	room facilities in charity 

homes for the disab1e4 on drugs and chemicals used 

by a charity in medical r ch; and on specialised 

location and identificatioh equipment employed by 

mountain rescue and first aid services. 

While on the subject of cha 	giving, I 

should remind the House that this 	Finance 

Bill will increase the limit on donatio 	t 	harity 

under the new payroll giving scheme, wh 	arts 

next month, from £100 to £120 a year. 

1 
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G6. Next, the excise duties. I propose to maintain 

the revenue 1—get from the taxation of gambling, but 

to make some readjustment within the total. I 

therefore propose to increase the gaming machine 

licence duty by about a quarter, which will restore 

it in real terms to its 1982 level, when it was last 

increased; and to offset this by abolishing, from 

2' March, the tax on on-course betting. I hope this 

re will be of some assistance to the racing and 

ock industry,Eas well as consoling those hon 

ho have complained to me about the clash 

this y between Budget Day and the Champion 

Mem 

Hurdle. 

In my Budget Statement last year, I gave 

advance notice of my intention to introduce a tax 

differential in f f unleaded petrol so as to 

offset its higher <9 	ction cost. 	I can now 

announce that the d 	erential will be 5 pence a 
-;mpingeWITImOorr- 

gallon. This means that 	ump price of unleaded 

petrol should be no higher than that of 4-star 

leaded petrol. The change will take effect from 6 

o'clock this evening. 

Following on from the action 

I propose to increase the rates of V 

lk 
Ir  

Duty on farmers' lorries, to bring them 11 
 * 
 line 

with the use they make of the public road 	is 

change will take effect from midnight tonigh 
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also propose to increase the rates of duty on trade 

licences and to rationalise the taxation of recovery 

vehicles. 

G9. I have no further changes to propose this year 

in the rates of excise duty./ 
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H. INCOME TAX 

Hl. Finally, I turn to income tax. 

H2. There is now a worldwide consensus on the 

economic desirability of tax reform and tax 

reduction, and in particular the reduction of income 

This was demonstrated most recently by the 

s national policy declarations that emerged 

month's meeting of Finance Ministers from 

the industrial nations. 

\> 
Lower 	\4-ts of tax sharpen up incentives and 

stimulate enterprise, which in turn is the only 

route to improved economic performance. And it is 

only by improving economic performance that we 

will be able to.'f' or 9 to spend more on public 
<> 

services; 	only 	bK improving 	our 	economic 

performance that we wi 	ble to create jobs on 

the scale we all want to see. 

That is why, ever since we first took office in 

1979, we have consistently soug 

burden of income tax. We have cut 

tax from 33 per cent to 29 per cen 

reduced the punitive higher rates we in8-  

reduce the 

lc rate of 

sharply 

from 

the Party opposite. We have increased the 	tax 

allowances by 22 per cent more than inf 
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£340 to £4,845. 	Around 400,000 

benefit from this new measure, and up 

rs will 

00 of 

them will be taken out of income tax altog 

I BUDGET SECRET 	NOT TO BE COPIED 
takinPLAPA-4 1- 14 1 41; NI-ye„le  out of income tax 

altogether. 

For 1987-88 I propose to raise all the main 

thresholds 	and 	allowances 	by 	the 	statutory 

indexation factor of 3.7 per cent, rounded up. Thus 

the single person's allowance will rise by £90 to 

£2,425 and the married man's allowance by £140 to 

795. The single age allowance will rise by £110 

960 and the married age allowance by £170 to 

The age allowance income limit becomes 

£98iT 	propose to raise the first, 40 per cent, 

higher 	threshold by £700 to £17,900, in line 

with sta indexation; but the threshold for the 

45 per cent rate will go up by only £200 to £20,400. 

The other higher rate thresholds will remain 

unchanged. 

I have two ot 1//'  changes in allowances to 
announce. 	First, I p 	to give an additional 

increase in the age allo 	e for those aged 80 or 

over. 	For them, the increase will be double the 

amount due under statutory indexation, so that, for 

the very elderly, the single age al  .  :ce will rise 

by £220 to £3,070 and the married 	lowance by 

[
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Second, the blind person's allowance has 

remained unchanged since 1981, when it was increased 

by £180 to its present level of £360. For 1987-88 I 

propose to increase it by a further £180, to £540. 

Finally, I turn to the basic rate of income 

tax. This is the starting rate of income tax for 

ryone and the marginal rate for the overwhelming 

ity of taxpayers. 

Budget speech last year I reaffirmed the 

aim se ,y my predecessor in 1979, to reduce the 
C■ 

basic rae ,4 income tax to no more than 25 per 

cent. That remains my firm objective. 

However, given 	decision to use the greater 

part of the fisca 	e I now have to reduce the 

Public Sector Bor / g Requirement, that goal 

cannot be achieved in W ci"dget. 

I can, however, take a further step towards it, 

as I did last year. 	I am therefore reducing the 

basic rate of income tax by two

i 	
to 27 per 

S;(\  £3 a week cent. This reduction will be wort 

to a married man on average earnings.‘ - 

There will, of course, be a cons 

reduction in the rate of Advance Corporati 

and - as last year - I also propose a corresponding 
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. The income tax changes I have announced today 

take effect under PAYE on the first pay day 

7 May. They will cost a little over 

in 1987-88 over and above the cost of £2 

little over £21 bill . ° ofte-i-stent 

yelth_jaw_.obje 
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cut in the small companies' rate of Corporation Tax 

from 29 per cent to 27 per cent. Taken together 

with the income tax change, this will mean a 

significant reduction in the tax burden on small 

businesses, which are so crucial for future growth 

and employment. 

• 

t't C.C: U114,41  ■^4.62,  

mtrre- eff atnd 

"Ahd 

tee" 

 

4.46 idp etkietaio. 

re4«Aew  

40.rete, 4C44:4"1" 04 lteeiUGA/"..j 

MV VArjaa 4 ''' 

statut 	dexation. 

‹./^  -41.:17MWMPter- 
1114. Thc overall cost, of all the measures in this 

year's Budget, again on an indexed basis, is a 

4 	Ai-c. '&3 Aro 11-9i4  

AAA- Ct-r- -t9P6 	
Nfrqg 

d wilt, it- leo< 

M 	l'fib'w 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Chancellor was grateful for the comments on the hird draft of 

the taxation section. 

2. 	I attach the fourth draft. Please could I hav 

by 6.00 pm tomorrow (Tuesday 10th). 
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As I noted in my earlier minute of today, the sections and 

aphs have been renumbered. 

4. 	Chancellor will be doing further work on the pension 

sectio 	self, and is thinking further about how to deploy the 

figures tor yields ot taxes in 1978-79 and 1987-88. 

A C S ALLAN 
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E. BUSINESS AND ENTERPRISE 

El. I now turn to taxation. 	First, taxes on 

business. 

E2. The fundamental reform of the Corporation Tax 

system which I introduced in 1984 came fully into 

t last April. The new system has undoubtedly 

d the quality of business investment 

s in Britain, and is also encouraging more 

over ompanies to set up here. 

. 	. 
transition to the new system", 

companies were given advance notice of the main rate 

of Corporation Tax for the year ahead. This helped 

them in their forwa lanning, and I intend as far 

as possible to conPe he practice of setting the 

rate in advance. rdingly, I can announce now 

that the main rate of<> 	ation Tax in 1987-88 

will be unchanged at 35 pe cent - lower than in any 

other major industrial nation, though the United 

States is now set to emulate us. 

E4. The low rate of Corporation T 	les me to 

introduced a further simplificati 	 the 

system. 

1 
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E5. At present, while companies' capital gains are 

liable to Corporation Tax, the amount of such gains 

is first adjusted by a certain fraction so that the 

effective rate of tax is the same as that on capital 

gains made by individuals. This dates back to the 

time when the two rates of tax were far apart. 

This is no longer the case: 	indeed, the 

ation Tax rate for small companies is now 

Capital Gains Tax rate. 

At,

• E7: I 	tè fore 	propose 	that, , from 	today,' 

	

. • 	 • . 	 • 	 ' 	 • 	 , 

companies  < c*ital -gains be charged• at the 

appropriate 	Corporation 	Tax 	rate, 	without 

adjustment, save for the indexation which applies to 

all post-1982 gains 

It has, however, een argued that capital gains 

made by companies can i 	cases be taxed twice, 

once in the hands of the 5ompany and once in the 

hands of the shareholder. I believe there is some 

justice in this complaint. Accordingly, I propose 

to remedy it by allowing companie 	•  set payments 

of Advance Corporation Tax against 	liability 

to tax on capital gains. 

Taken together, these changes shou 	ld 

£60 million in 1988-89. 
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E10. I also have some further simplifications and 

rationalisation of the Corporation Tax system to 

announce. 

Ell. At present, companies established before 1965 

do not have to pay their Corporation Tax until up to 

21 months after the end of the period for which it 

due, whereas companies established since 1965 

to pay their tax after 9 months - and some 

societies have to pay sooner still. 

.. 	-.,-- 	.. 	• 
.E12: T. 	difference - in treatment cannot 

justifie 	reover, it 	open to an•abuSe which - 

eould put the timing of a subotantial proportion of 

the total Corporation Tax yield at risk. 

E13. I therefore 

building societies 

with all liable to p <>lel ration Tax nine months 
after the end of the acclikail g period on which the 

tax is due. 	The change will be phased in, but I 

would expect it to yield around £100 million in 

1988-89. 

se that all companies and 

d be treated the same way, 

E14. I also propose to legislate now 

for a new method of collecting Corpor 

be known as Pay and File. At present, 

the way 

ax, to 

pany 

accounts are not received in time to agree 	a 

liability before payment is due. 	So there is a 
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E15. T 

beceMber 

ew approach- was set out in -last 
• 

the 
. 	. 	. 

Onsultative 	'document 
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laborious process of an estimated assessment from 

the Inland Revenue and an appeal from the company. 

Under Pay and File companies will estimate their tax 

liabilities themselves, and pay on 1 Lhe normal due 

date. Tax liabilities will be finalised once 

companies submit their returns and accounLs. Where 

it turns out that the initial payment was too low, 

company will pay interest to the Revenue; where 

itial payment was too high, the Revenue will 

(T 
 rest to the company. 

recommendations in the Keith Committee Report, and 

was generally welcomed by the business community and 

their tax advisers. 

E16. As this change 

streamlining 	tax 	co 

developments in the 

art of a wider programme of 

including major 

Revenue's computer 

systems, it will not come into force until the early 

1990s. But by legislating now I am giving taxpayers 

and their advisers a firm basis on w 	h to prepare 

Q15  for the new scheme. 

E17. While business and industry as a w 

well, the North Sea oil sector has inevit 

doing 

en 

hard hit by last year's oil price collapse. 

Hon Friend the Secretary of State for Energy and I 
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owever, in the light of the immediate 

I introduced last autumn legislation to 

brin 
. 	. 

Advanc 

helped 

ard the repayment of over £300 million of 

oleum Revenue Tax. This has already 

f the smaller and , medium-sized 
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have followed closely the effects on North Sea 

producers and their suppliers. The industry itself 

is generally confident about the longer-term 

prospects; while as for the tax system, not only is 

it inherently price-sensitive, but the companies 

themselves have always stressed their desire for 

stability. 

companies faced with cash flow difficulties. 

E19. I now propose t. further Petroleum Revenue Tax 

reliefs. First, 4orn today companies may elect 

to have up to 10 per 	of the costs of developing 

certain new fields st 	inst their Petroleum 

Revenue Tax liabilities a existing fields, until 

such time as the income of those new fields exceeds 

the costs incurred. 	Second, there will be a new 

relief against PRT for research 	ding on oil 

field. extraction not related to any part 

E20. I hope that these carefully targ 

will give a worthwhile measure of help to 

Sea oil sector. 

anges 

rth 
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and competitive economy. 	Some 

willing to help with the retraining 

wish to change their job. At present 

finance training unrelated to an 

es may be 

kers who 

anies 

'S 
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E21. I have to set the 1988-89 car and car fuel 

benefit scales for those with company cars. The car 

scale charges still fall well shoLL of the true 

value of the benefit, and as last year I propose to 

increase them by 10 per cent. There will be no 

change in the car fuel benefit scales which, from 

6 April, will also be used for VAT purposes. 

ast year I put the Business Expansion Scheme 

ermanent footing. 	This year I have two 

fur 	r 	provements to propose. First, the rules• 

will 'b 	red : td make ft . easiet . for 'independent' 

nle 	o.benefit from the - soheme.. ,  .Second, 

theLe have een . complaints that the preeent rules 

produce end-year bunching of BES investments, and 

- 
hence Crowd out some 

decisions on other 

of the relief against his 

s will make it easier 

inance throughout the 

year. 
	 0 

" 
the investor to clain0 T previous year's income 

0 
for companies to raise 

projects and lead to bad ' 

propose therefore to permit 

E23. Training and retraining are vita to a flexible 

existing job this is liable to be taxed as a v e t 
in kind. I propose to take assistance with training 
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out of tax, to encourage more companies to help 

employees who are moving jobs to acquire new skills. 

E24. The past few years have seen a remarkable and 

most welcome growth in the number of small 

businesses and the self-employed. The Government 

has done a great deal to lighten the burdens on this 

tally important sector of the economy. But I am 

aware that problems remain, not least in the 

f VAT. 

ngly, I asked Customs_ and EiCise to 

issue nsultative—  document —last autumn 

canvassing a number of chanyes. In the light of thc 

responses to that document, I have four proposals. to 

make. 

E26. Perhaps the b 

businessman today is 

in paying his bills: 

problem faced by the small 

de customer who is late 

e, sometimes, that VAT 

becomes due before the bill has been paid. I can do 

nothing about late payment; but I can, I hope, do 

something about the VAT problem. 

E27. My 	first 	and most 	impor 	roposal, 

therefore, is that, as from 1 Octob 	panies 

hich 

means roughly half of all traders [who p 

will he able to choose to account for VAT 	the 

whose annual turnover is under El- milli 
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‘1!1‘
t legally introduce this change without first 

Corn ni 

a 
	

derogation 	from 	the 	European 

Sixth VAT Directive. I am applying for 

I BUDGET SECRET 
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basis of cash paid and received. 
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In other words, 

they will have no liability to pay VAT until they 

themselves have received the money from their 

customers. In addition to easing the cash flow 

problems caused by late payers, this system will of 

course provide automatic VAT relief for bad debts. 

E28. I have to warn the House, however, that I 

the n 
	

derogation today.. - The House *ill note 

that the 	limit of.Ei stillion is considerably 1‘  • 
greater t n the £100,000 suggested in the 

consultative document. 

E29. Second, I pro give these businesses the 

option of account in fp VAT on an annual basis. 

returns, Instead of making guar rly 

regular payments on acco 

they would make 

d then file a single 

return at the end of the 17.6r. This option, which 

offers considerable streamlining, will be available 

next year. 

E30. Third, the period within which 

apply to be registered for VAT will be 

ten to thirty days. 

sses must 

d from 

0?. 
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munity. The cost will be £115 million in 1987-88 

1((ks 0 million in 1988-89. 

Cb  E33 	ddition, I propose to .increase the VAT 
. 	. 

thresh. 	£21,300, the maXimum,permitted under. 
. 	. 

1 BUDGET SECRET J  NOTTOBECOPIED 
E31  114131519EtihvisipiOlNtteyc  anges to the rules for 

the special VAT schemes for retailers, and more 

small and medium-sized businesses will be able to 

make use of the simpler schemes. 

E32. I believe that the changes I have outlined, and 

in particular the option to move to cash accounting, 

will be widely welcomed by the small business 

• exi-stin 	 Commun i -ty • -law.. -  

E34. The House will also be pleased to know that, in 

the light of the r sponses to the consultative 

document, I shall 	going ahead either with the 

relief by 25 per cent, from £100,000 

withdrawal of the so-K 

retailers calculate th 

with the compulsory dere 

d standard method by which 

ss takings for VAT, or 

ation of traders below 

the VAT threshold. 

E35. I have one further measure to 	lp the small 

businessman, unrelated to VAT. 	propose to 

increase the limit for Capital Gains 	tirement 

,000. 

At the same time the annual exempt amounø be 

increased to £6,600, in line with 

indexation. 
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The first concerns VAT, and has already been 

bject of extensive consultation. 	The House 

wi 

servi 

deduct 
• 	• 

activities 

aware that a business that provides a 

tax on its 

business 

is exempt from. VAT . cannot in turn 

purchases. 	But where the. • 

are in part liable to VAT' 
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E36. An essential element in any ongoing programme 

of tax reduction and reform must always be the 

elimination of unintended or unjustified tax breaks 

which cause rates of tax generally to be higher than 

they need to be. Accordingly, I have five proposals 

to make today to this end. 

and in part exempt, the existing rules are 

excessively generous as to the amount of input tax 

that can be deduct 	d this generosity is being 

exploited on a g ing. scale. The rules must 

therefore be changed and the changes, which I 

announced to the House a ember, will come into 

effect on 1 April. For smaj. businesses, there will 

be a simpler system, and special reliefs. The yield 

from this, which in effect is a measure of the 

potential revenue loss, will be sorn 'V million in 

1987-88 and £400 million in 1988-89. 

E38. Second, I propose to change the that 

companies in multinational groups which en 	1 

residence will no longer be able to secur 

relief twice on one and the same interest payment. 
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and. 

broadly 
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Genuine trading companies will not be affected. 

This change, which will take effect on 1 April, 

follows the similar action recently taken by the 

United States. The change will yield £125 million 

in 1988-89. 

E39. Third, I propose to end the present excessively 

enerous treatment of tax credit relief for foreign 

' holding tax paid on interest on bank loans. In 

banks will be able to offset this tax credit 

on nst tax on the profit on the relevant loan, 

e- widely. '- . This -will -bring our rules 

line : with thoqce in . .most, ot4er 
S . 

countr ies. The change will apply from 1 April this 

year for new loans and from 1 April next year for 

existing loans. It willyiëld tote £20 million in 

1988-89. 

E40. Fourth, I propo 	to bring to an end the 

unsatisfactory tax trea 	of Lloyd's syndicates 

as it applies to the Reinsdance to Close system. I 

therefore propose to bring the tax treatment of 

Lloyd's into line with the tax treatment of 

provisions for outstanding ha made by 

ordinary insurance companies an 	deed, of 

similar provision made by other finan 	1 raders. 

I have asked the Inland Revenue to consu 	ntly 

with Lloyd's about the details of the legi 

The new rules will first apply to premiums p ,Ye 
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measure of tax relief 
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for the Lloyds account which closes on 31 December 

this year.  Zhat—itui-e14--TALLLLA2P  end  cm—the—vreci-se 

E41 Fifth, I also propose to implement the Keith 

Committee's recommendation that interest should be 

rged in the limited number of cases where PAYE is 

plied properly and a formal assessment has to 

to recover the tax. The change will take 

eff om April next year, and the yield in 

,19.88-89 	stimated at £45 Million.' 

I have one further proposal to make in the 

broad field of the taxation of business and 

enterprise. 

In my Budget  Od 	year I suggested the 

possibility of introdu 

for profit-related pay. 

E44. I pointed then to two considerable advantages 

that might be expected to flow To skarrangements 

which relate pay to profits. Fir ‘ 41111  q  workforce 

would have a more direct personal <C\  t in the 

profits earned by their company; and, 	 there 

would be a greater degree of pay flexibill 	the 

face of changing market conditions, which i1 

if, as a nation, we are to defeat the scour6 of 

unemployment. 
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E47. Profit-related p 

there are no panaceas. 

panacea. 	But then 

it is is a tool to help 

E45 

BUDGET SECRET 	NOT TO BE COPIED 
PAPC7gTy l-I$T putc.   a Green Paper on 

Profit-Related Pay in conjunction with my Rt Hon and 

Noble Friend the Secretary of State for Employment 

and my Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for 

Trade and Industry. And I believe the time has come 

to introduce a scheme of tax relief broadly along 

the lines floated in the Green Paper. 

The principal change I propose is to double the 

tion of an employee's profit-related pay that 

01 

i 'ble for tax relief from a quarter to a half. 

f 	eone on average earnings receiving 5 per 

cent o 	r pay in profit-related form, the tax 
- 	. 
relief wi 	-equivalent to a penny off the basic 

• 

rate of income tax. The cost will inevitably depend 

on take-up: 	it could be £50 million in 1988-89, 

building up to 	antially more than that as 

take-up grows. 

British business gradually to overcome one of our 

biggest national handicaps: 	the nature and 

behaviour of our labour marke 	I am today 

challenging British management to 	vantage of 

that tool and to make good use of it, o the good 

of their company, their workforce and th 	untry. 
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F. TAXES ON SAVING (ileviseD to,o3.3") 

Fl. I turn now to the taxation of savings. 

F2. A central theme and purpose of the Government's 

policies is the creation of a genuine popular 

ca italism: what used to be called, when ambitions 

more limited and language more inhibited, a 

-owning democracy. 

F3. 

ownershi 

ans wider home ownership, wider share 

wider pension ownership. Over the 

past eigh 	years, the Government has actively 

promoted the first two, and has now embarked on the 

third. 	Home ownership, above all through the 

council tenant's r 	o buy. And share ownership, 

through the rapid groyt 	f employee share schemes; 

through the massivel 	cessful privatisation 

programme, where Britain 	d the world; and most 

recently through the new ‹ersonal Equity Plans, 

which I announced in last year's Budget and which 

first 

month of the scheme, more than 2 1 10;01-cple a day 

11Sikso  took out Personal Equity Plans, 	 f them  

F4. We know that 63 per cent of households 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in 	9. 

started up on 1 January this year. In the 

first-time investors, as I had hoped. 
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There were, however, no official figures for the 

more explosive growth of shdLe ownership in Britain 

over the past eight_ years. The Treasury and the 

Stock Exchange therefore jointly commissioned a 

major independent survey of individual shareholding 

in BriLdin. The results are now available. They 

show that there are now some 81 million individual 

holders in this country - amounting to one 

f the total adult population, and roughly 

the number there were in 1979. 

F5. And 	here is wider pension ownership. Two 

years Ago,-the Government embarked on d major 

strategy to extend the coverage of private pension 

thr 

to provision and 

flexibility and 

their retirement. 

give individuals far more 

in the way they provide for 

ve already introduced a 

number of important ne 

the tax changes I am anno 

the picture. 

ures to that end, and 

g today will complete 

F6. The cornerstone of the Governme t's pensions 

strategy is the introduction of 	irely new 

means of provision for retirement, d 

Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State 

Services: the personal pension. 

;,,am.;.41(1 3 by my 

ocial 

F6A. Personal pensions are an important K4iew 

	

dimension of ownership. 	They will enable 
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employees - if they so wish - to opt out of their 

employers' schemes and make their own arrangements, 

tailored o fit their own circumstances. And they 

will  Pipe  new opportunity for the 10 million 

employees who at present do not belong to an 

occupational scheme to make provision of their own 

and, if they so wish, to contract out of SERPS. 

y Budget last year I undertook to bring 

for  tdI. oposals to give personal pensions the same 

favou tax treatment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirem -  t  .  'uities. ThesP were duly contained in 

a consult 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Finance Bill. 

F8. In addition, 	epcpurage a wider spread of 

occupational schemes, ip1oyers will be able to set 

up simplified schemes wi minimum of red tape. 

This will be particularlyowelcome to many small 

employers who have been discouraged by the 

complexity and open-ended commitment of a 

full-blown final salary scheme. Pere will be 

VP document published last. November, 

much greater scope for transfe 

different types of pension scheme. 

Finance Bill will contain the nece 

provisions. 

between 

the 

tax 

Ag 
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transformation in the ways people 

their retirement. There are ne 

employers, and much greater freedom for 
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d  40-61-mg,„pglED 
propobals  set  out  in  tne consultative document in 

one important respect. I propose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice instead of, as 

now, being restricted to plans within their 

employer's schemes. They will be able to top their 

pensions right up to the present tax approval 

F10 Th•roposals I have outlined - along with the 

measu 	Rt Hon Friend has already taken - will 

make it 	ir for people to take their pensions 

with them n they uhange jobs, which will be good 

for(?abour  mobility and independence. 	They will 

widen the range of choices people can make about 

their pensions; ill mean that in future 

individuals will hav m 	more control over the way 

in which their own 	ension contributions are 

invested. 

FlOA Taken as a whole, the changes we have made in 

the last two years have brought about a radical 

to plan their own pensions. This will 	iIo a 

further major extension of ownership, as 

start to take advantage of the new opportunitie(s!/\  
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F11. But the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

be justified only if it is not abused. I propose, 

therefore, to introduce some limited changes to the 

present rules to restrict the excessive relief which 

can be obtained in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few very highly paid people. These will 

include a stricter detinition of final salary and, 

all arrangements entered into from today, an 

limit of £150,000 on the maximum permissible 

lump sum, coupled with more rigorous rules 

on  T.  cjens ion and lump-sum benefits can be 

calcul 

Yr'A 
F12. The cost of the overall(package will inevitably 

depend on take up, but with that proviso is 

estimated at £65 mi n in 1988-89. 

F13. In my 1984 Budg reformed the limits that 

all
apply to tax exempt 	assurance issued by  

friendly societies. I did p because the movement's 

tax privileges were being increasingly exploited by 

certain new Friendly Societies which had been set up 

for purely commercial reasons. 

F14. However, I am anxious that the 	itional 

Friendly Societies, which have played 

part in mutual self-help for many gene 

should be able to plan for the future 

confidence. I have therefore decided to Leplace the 

able 
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existing limit based on the sum assured with a new 

limit based nn annual premiums. I propose to set 

this at £100 a year, which will greatly increase the 

scope of the traditional societies to offer life 

policies to their members. 

F15. The tax-exempt limits governing sickness and 

dent benefits which trade unions provide for 

members have not been changed since 1982. 

Wi(efect from today, I propose to increase them 

to £3 or lump sums and £625 for annuities. 

Final 
	

this section, I turn to Inheritance 

Tax. 

In my Budge 	 year I abolished the 

pernicious Capital 	an er Tax on lifetime gifts 

between 	individuals 	which 	was 	particularly 

damaging to the owner d health of family 

business. This year I propose to extend the same 

exemption from tax, on similar terms, to gifts 

involving settled property where there is an 

interest in possession. 	This wi 

apply to discretionary trusts. The 

be of benefit to unquoted companies an 

properties, both of which are often held 

however, 

nges will 

eritage 

ust. 

F18. I also propose to make two minor ch 

affecting business assets. 	FiLst, in what is 
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perhaps an unwanted tribute to the unlisted 

securities market, holdings in USM companies will 

henceforth be treated for Inheritance Tax purposes 

in precisely the same way as holdings in companies 

with a full Stock Exchange listing. Second, 

business relief for minority holdings in excess of 

25 per cent in unquoted companies will be increased 

30 per cent to 50 per cent. The purpose of 

se changes is to concentrate business relief 

mor ac. ately on those assets which could provide 

funds the tax only at the risk of damaging 

the busi 

F19. Thanks to the efforts of this Government, the 

tax regime for the heritage has been much improved. 

Today, I have tw rther changes to propose. 

First, I am exemtin)5 hi Inheritance Tax settled 

property that is putnto a heritage maintenance 

fund within two years of ath of a life tenant. 

And second, I propose to Diprove the arrangements 

for acceptance of property in lieu of tax. In 

future, owners will have the choice of either the 

present system, or an arrangement 	which no 

interest would be charged between 	•  fer and 

acceptance, but the tax would in that c 	based 

on the market value at the date of the o 	and 

not, as now, at the date of acceptance. 
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The abolition of the tax on lifetime giving was 

of thP first importance to family businesses. But I 

remain conscious that it did little to help the 

smallest taxable estates, where the family home is 

often the main asset. 

I therefore propose to make a substantial 

14 
 ease in the threshold for Inheritance Tax, from 

o £90,000, coupled with a simplification of 

the rat structure from seven rates to four. As a 

resul 	is change, the number of estates liable 

to Inhe 	Tax will be cut by roughly a third. 

The cost -A411 	be £70 milliun in 1981-88 and 

£160 million in 1988-89. 

Despite this 	antial relief, however, and 

all 	the other 

predecessor and I haè introduced since 1979, the 

am n that the expected 

yield of Inheritance Tax  o  in 1987-88, at over 
El billion, is nearly three times the yield of 

Capital Transfer Tax in 1978-79, an increase in real 

terms of almost 50 per cent. 

As for the other Capital Taxes, th se 	ity of 

which has also been significantly ease 

first took office, the consequence is that t 

of Capital Gains Tax has risen in real terms by 

80 per cent and of Stamp fluty by more thcin 140 per 

eded reliefs 	that my 

we 

cent[  

House may be interested 
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G. TAXES ON SPENDING 

Cl. I now turn to the taxation of spending. 

G2. I have already announced some important 

changes in VAT to prevent avoidance and to help the 

small businessman. I have no other proposals for 

or changes in value added tax this year. 

ever, in the light of representations I have 

rec 	, I have decided to extend slightly the VAT 

reliefs 	troduced last year for certain aspects 

of ehari 	ework. 

I propose to relieve charities from VAT on 

certain welfare vehicles used by hospices to 

transport the te 	ly ill; on installing or 

adapting lavatory ort1D 	oom facilities in charity 

homes for the disabled 	ugs and chemicals used 

by a charity in medical re 	h; and on specialised 

location and identificatior2 equipment employed by 

mountain rescue and first aid services. 

While on the subject of char 	giving, I 

should remind the House that this Finance 

Bill will increase the limit on donation o 	arity 

under the new payroll giving scheme, whic 	rts 

next month, from £100 to £120 a year. 

1 
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March, the tax on on-course betting. I hope this 

re will be of some assistance to the racing and 

k industry, as well as consoling those hon 

have complained to me about the clash 

differential in f f unleaded petrol so as to 
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Next, the excise duties. I propose to maintain 

the revenue I get from the taxation of gambling, but 

to make some readjustment within the total. 

therefore propose to increase the gaming machine 

licence duty by about a quarter, which will restore 

it in real terms to its 1982 level, when it was last 

increased; and to offset this by abolishing, from 

this yJ 	setween Budget Day and the Champion 

In my Budget Statement last year, I gave 

advance notice of m intention to introduce a tax 

offset its higher  Or 	ction cost. 	I can now 

announce that the difre al will be 5 pence a 

gallon. This means that  Ca)  ump price of unleaded 
petrol should be no high than that of 4-star 

leaded petrol. The change will take effect from 6 

o'clock this evening. 

G8. Following on from the action I t 	t year, 

I propose to increase the rates of ye 	l 	xcise 

with the use they make of the public roads 

Duty on farmers' lorries, to bring them l<INe n 

 Tp 

change will take effect from midnight tonigh . 
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also propose to increase the rates of duty on trade 

licences and to rationalise the taxation of recovery 

vehicles. 

G9. I have no further changes to propose this year 

in the rates of excise duty. 

3 
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H. INCOME TAX 

Hl. Finally, I turn to income tax. 

There is now a worldwide consensus on the 

economic desirability of tax reform and tax 

reduction, and in particular the reduction of income 

This was demonstrated most recently by the 

s national policy declarations that emerged 

fro 1 	month's meeting of Finance Ministers from 

the m 3 	dustrial nations. 

C\ 

Lower ates of tax sharpen up incentives and 

stimulate enterprise, which in turn is the only 

route to improved economic performance. And it is 

only by improving 

will be able to 

conomic performance that we 

to spend more on public 

services; 	only 	by 	improving 	our 	economic 
0 

performance that we will 	ble to create jobs on 

the scale we all want to sep. 

That is why, ever since we first took office in 

1979, we have consistently soug 	reduce the 

burden of income tax. We have cut t 	ic rate of 

tax from 33 per cent to 29 per cent an 	harply 

reduced the punitive higher rates we inh 	from 

the Party opposite. We have increased the 	ax 

allowances by 22 per cent more than infl on 
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altogether. 

115. For 1987-88 I propose to raise all the main 

thresholds and allowances by the statutory 

indexation factor of 3.7 per cent, rounded up. Thus 

the single person's allowance will rise by £90 to 

E2,425 and the married mdn's allowance by £140 to 

795. The single age allowance will rise by £110 

960 and the married age allowance by £170 to 

The age allowance income limit becomes 

£9,8 	propose to raise the first, 40 per cent, 

higher 	< hreshold by £700 to £17,900, in line 
\> 

with statu 	indexation; but the threshold for the 

45 per cent rate will go up by only £200 to £20,400. 

The other higher rate thresholds will remain 

unchanged. 

E 4, 

.(> 
H6. I have two ot 

announce. 	First, I pro 

changes in allowances to 

to give an additional 

increase in the age allowa8ce for those aged 80 or 

over. For them, the increase will be double the 

amount due under statutory indexation, so that, for 

the very elderly, the single age a ce will rise 

by £220 to £3,070 and the married alowance by 

£340 to £4,845. 	Around 400,000 rs will 

benefit from this new measure, and up tc 	sO0 of 

them will be taken out of income tax altog 
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Second, the blind person's allowance has 

remained unchanged since 1981, when it was increased 

by £180 to its present level of £360. For 1987-88 I 

propose to increase it by a further £180, to £540. 

Finally, I turn to the basic rate of income 

tax. This is the starting rate of income tax for 

yone and the marginal rate for the overwhelming 

ty of taxpayers. 

Budget speech last year I reaffirmed the 

my predecessor in 1979, to reduce the 

basic rat\›e 	income tax to no more than 25 per 

cent. That remains my firm objective. 

H10. However, giveritOdecision to use the greater 

part of the fiscal 	pe I now have to reduce the 

Public Sector Borro 	Requirement, that goal 

cannot be achieved in t61 get. 

H11. I can, however, take a further step towards it, 

as I did last year. 	I am therefore reducing the 

basic rate of income tax by two 

cent. This reduction will be worth 

to a married man on average earnings. 

to 27 per 

£3 a week 

H12. There will, of course, be a cons 	1 

reduction in the rate of Advance Corporatio 

and - as last year - I also propose a corresponding 
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. The income tax changes I have announced today 

take effect under PAYE on the first pay day 

7 May. They will cost a little over 
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cut in the small companies' rate of Corporation Tax 

from 29 per cent to 27 per cent. Taken together 

with the income tax change, this will mean a 

significant reduction in the tax burden on small 

businesses, which are so crucial for future growth 

and employment. 

£2 	 in 1987-88 over and above the cost of 

statut 	dexation. 

H14. The overall cost of all the measures in this 

year's Budget, again on an indexed basis, is a 

little over £21 bill'on. This is fully consistent 

with my objective PSBR of £4 billion. 
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i 
Mcanw-hile -  I propose for 198$-8, to raise the main 

personal allowances in line with the statutory indexation 

provisions. 

The single person's allowance will therefore rise by 

£90 to £2,425 and the married man's allowance by E140 to 

£3,795. 

Similarly,the single age allowance will rise by £110 

to £2,960 and the married age allowance by £170 to 

£4,675. 

The age allowance income limitbecome€ 	£9,800. 

138A. I propose, however, to give an extra increase in 

the age allowance to people aged 80 and over. For thcm, 

the age allowance will be raised by twice the amount of 
thz sterj 

the increase due under indexation so that the single age 
k 

allowance will be £3,070 and the married age allowance, 

£4,845. Up to 1 million very elderly single people and 

married couples will benefit from this new provision and 

the extra increase in the allowance will take some 

[25,000] of them out of income tax altogether. 



A, -12, 
145, the threshold for the 40 per cent rate will be 

A 
raised in line with statutory indexation to £17,900 and 

the threshold for the 45 per cent rate will go up by £200 

[to £20,400]. The thresholds for the 50 per cent, 55 per 

cent and 60 per cent rates will remain at their 1986-87 

levels. 

[w41z1f.'.0 
139. The blind allowance was last raised in 1.981 when it 

ts,  
was increased by £180 to its present level of £360. For 

190-87)  I am proposing a further £180 increase in---t-he,  

to £540. 

deserving 

-group. 

WEA041*, 
141. In my Laet Budget speech1----s-a-id-th.t 	1 all-a=r-e-A the 

ezt- cwqj 	 1 411 ,1 )  
aim Aoo-f my predecessor to reduce the basic rate of income 

tax to no more than 25 per cent. 	That remains my 

objective. 



ps4/6311 

142. 	But reductions in the basic rate are expensive. 

It costs well over El billion to reduce the rate by 

one percentage point. There is clearly no possibility of 

achieving the goal of a 25 per cent basic rate this year. 

But i can take a further useful step towards that. I am 

therefore taking 2 pence off the basic rate for 1987-88. 

147. The reduction in the basic rate to 27 per cent will, 

of course, mean a similar reduction in Advance 

Corporation Tax. 

148. As a further measure to help small businesses, I 

have decided also to reduce the small companies' rate of 

corporation tax to 27 per cent. Following the proposals 

I announced earlier, this rate will also apply to small 

companies' capital gains, which are currently taxed at 

30 per cent. The changes to income tax and corporation 

tax will mean a significanL fall in the Lax burden on 

small companies and the unincorporated sector. This 

gives the best possible incentive to small businesses, 

which are so crucial for future growth and employment. 

144. 11 Tlir.s reduction to a basic rate of 27 pence in the 
pound brings down marginal rates for the overwhelming 

majority of ordinary taxpayers. The cut in the rate will 

be worth over £3 per week to a married man on average 

earnings. 

146. The income tax changes I have announced today will 

take effect under PAYE on the first pay day after 17 May. 



RH12.79 

[New paragraph] 
	

The total cost of 	the income tax 

changes will be some [E2 billion] in 1987-88, and the 

overall cost of the measures I have announced today will 

be Ex billion. The PSBR for 1987-88 will therefore be 

[E4 billion]. 

• 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: EMPLOYMENT MEASURES 

We shall be circulating later today the Chancellor's own draft of 

the first half of the Budget Statement. 

Paragraph B5 reads: 

This resurgence of economic growth, coupled with the special 

measures we have taken, has brought about a welcome fall in 

the number of people out of work. Since August, unemployment 

has fallen by more than 100,000; the largest six-monthly fall 

since 1973. Though the numbers out of work are still far too 

high, both youth unemployment and long-term unemployment are 

now lower than they were a year ago." 

The Chancellor would like a new paragraph, probably to follow 

this, listing the employment measures that have been taken since 

the last Budget. Please could you let him have a draft as soon as 

possible? 

A P HUDSON 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: EMPLOYMENT MEASURES 

We shall be circulating later today the Chancellor's own draft of 

the first half of the Budget Statement. 

Paragraph 35 reads: 

This resurgence of economic growth, coupled with the special 

measures we have taken, has brought about a welcome fall in 

the number of people out of work. Since August, unemployment 

has fallen by more than 100,000; the largest six-monthly fall 

since 1973. Though the numbers out of work are still far too 

high, both youth unemployment and long-term unemployment are 

now lower than they were a year ago." 

The Chancellor would like a new paragraph, probably to follow 

this, listing the employment measures that have been taken since 

the last Budget. Please could you let him have a draft as soon as 

possible? 

A P HUDSON 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary has seen Mr McManus's minute to you of 6 March, 

and he is content with this. 

P D P BARNES 

Private Secretary 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: ECONOMIC SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary has the following comments on the Economic 

Section of the Budget Statement, attached to your minute of 9 March. 

Paragraph B8. 	The Economic Secretary thinks that "chance 

of unemployment" in line 7 does not give quite the right flavour. 

He would prefer "prospect of unemployment" except for the fact that 

"prospect" occurs in line 9. 

In paragraph D4, the Economic Secretary would prefer to replace 

"unexpected" by "remarkable". 

	

v/
4. 	In paragraph Dll, the Economic Secretary would prefer to omit 

the references to shades in lines 11 and 12. He suggests "nearly 

6 per cent" and "a little over 2 per cent". 

P D P BARNES 

Private Secretary 
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Mr Battishill - IR 
Sir A Fraser C&E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: ECONOMIC SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

Your minute of 9 March asked me to check the figures in square 

brackets in paragraphs D2 and D7. 

Paragraph D2  

The speech is correct as currently drafted, ie. the PSBR 

in 1985-86, 1.60 per cent of money GDP, was at its lowest level 

since 1970-71 when it was 1.45 per cent of GDP. 

Paragraph D7  

A consistent run of PSBR figures on the current definition 

goes back to 1963-64. Before then only rough estimates on a 

calendar year basis are available. During the 24 years from 

1963-64 to 1986-87 inclusive the PSBR has been at or below 1 

per cent of GDP on only two occasions, in 1968-69 when it was 

per cent and in 1969-70 when there was a net repayment (a 

surplus) of 11/4 per cent. The table attached shows all the figures 

back Lu 1963-64. 
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The last sentence of D7 would read therefore: 

"This would represent a degree of fiscal prudence 

that has been attained only twice in the past [24 

years/quarter of a century]." 

Paragraph D4  

The last sentence ot paragraph D4, on the unexpected buoyancy 

of non-oil revenues, groups together corporation tax and stamp 

duty and correctly states that they account for the bulk of 

the overshoot, £21/4 billion out of £21/4 billion. 	But, as the 

Chancellor will be aware from the draft of Chapter 6, VAT, which 

is not explicitly mentioned in paragraph D4, is more important 

than stamp duty in absolute terms. The estimated outturns for 

1986-87 are £0.8 billion and £0.4 billion higher than in the 

1986 FSBR for VAT and stamp duty respectively. 

We could be even more positive when responding to the 

'consumer boom' charge if we were prepared to admit that a 

significant portion of the unexpected VAT revenue is probably 

due to the Keith reforms. Customs and Excise now estimate that 

the introduction of the default surcharge accounts for 

£0.3 billion of the extra VAT, compared with less than 

£0.1 billion assumed in the 1986 Budget Forecast. 

Capital taxes should not be mentioned in the last sentence 

of paragraph D4 as table 1.2 of the FSBR will show them lower 

than forecast. Stamp duty is counted as an expenditure tax. 

u-s&rol  6-  171-4-"1 	rol-e.44t-Gt 
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PSBR 
(f million) 

% GDP 

1963-64 1035 3.27 

1964-65 911 2.64 

1965-66 948 2.57 

1966 67 1143 2.92 

1967-68 2018 4.86 

1968-69 365 0.81 

1969-70 -602 -1.25 

1970-71 777 1.45 

1971-72 973 1.64 

1972-73 2435 3.60 

1973-74 4344 5.79 

1974-75 8001 8.97 

1975-76 10253 9.26 

1976-77 8304 6.42 

1977-78 5373 3.56 

1978-79 9233 5.34 

1979-80 10020 4.83 

1980-81 12686 5.38 

1901 	02 8632 3.33 

1982-83 8859 3.13 

1983-84 9753 3.18 

1984-85 10172 3.09 

1985-86 5751 1.60 

1986-87 [4900] [1.28] 
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than six months will be offered Restart 

twice a year, to give them individual 
040  

help. There will 

interviews 

advice and 

successful e more places on the 

Enterprise Allowance Scheme, 

people to set up their own businesses. 

unemployed  A, 

num er 

of Jobclubs is to be quarupled, with room for 

150,000 people a year  iF  amA  once fully unde
I 
 way, the 

new Job Training Scheme will give a quarter of a 

with the Youth Training Scheme, these measures give 

carefully targetted and  prapAcAal  help to the 

---) unemployed. But the best hope ( for the unemployed 

lies in the continuing vigour of the  economy4 

Inswie 
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We have done a great deal since my last Budget. [Within the existing 

public expenditure totals] my Right Honourable Friend the Secretary of 

State for Employment has announced several major developments. 

There will be more help for young people to get the vocational education 

they need and the country needs: the Technical and 

Vocational Education Initiative 1-s—leeilig extended to 14-18 year olds 

in schools across the whole country from this September. 

There will be more places on the successful Enterprise Allowance Scheme 

helping unemployed people to set up their own businesses. 

In particular, more will be spent on the long term unemployed. By the 

end of 1986-87 over one and a quarter million people unemployed over 

1 year will have been offered help through the Restart programme. Next 

year all those who have been unemployed over 6 months will be offered 

Restart interviews every 6 months. They will get individual advice and 

help includi:ng ,  a job interview, an Enterprise Allowance, a place in a 

Jobclub, or individually tailored training. The number of Jo-helix-1)s will 

have been quadrupled with room for 150,000 people a year. Currently 

two-thirds of participants leave Jobclubs for jobs after a few weeks. 

Once fully under way the new Job Training Scheme will give a quarter 
- 

1 
of a million others vocatiOnatjiork experience_anderaining. 

_ 

These measures will help those least able to take advantage of the 

continued strong growth of employment: giving advice, motivation and 

skills. But in ways that work with the grain of the strengthening economy, 

not against it. 
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E4. We know that 63 per 	of households now own 

their own homes, compared with 55 per cent in '1979. 

There are, however, no official figures for the 

rather more explosive growth of share ownership in 

Britain over the past eight years. The Treasury and 

the Stock Exchange\ have therefore jointly 

commissioned 	a majOr\ independent 	survey of 

individual share biding in Br i tain. The results are 

now available. They show that there are now some 

1\3E5.- 

0?■1( 	C77  
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1417  

xx million individual shrehol ers in this country, 

amounting to yy per cent of the total adult 

population, and fully three times the number there 

/were in 1979. 

E5. And then there is wider pension ownership.• 

ro 	action on  . 

1 Janua 	 . onal_pensions 

of Bta-te 

A 
E6. Personal pensions are an important dimension 

of ownership i-a--t-h-ne-e--Iways-r-HFfrst,- they will enable 

employees - if they so wish - to opt out of their 
v  C.t.tkpre.ett.k,t- tise 

employers' schemes and maae t eir own arrangements, 
kinst 

aesQ41.44 they will be a new opportunity for the 

million employees who at present do not belong 
1,14  11.. C1 4/L.3. 4' 

to an occupational scheme 	 , people-mey7 

•ase-in if they so wish, u.ere-them to contract out of 

SERPS. 

an4, 

2 
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In my Budget last year I undertook to bring 

forward proposals to give personal pensions the same 

favourable tax tredlment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirement annuities. These were duly contained in 

a consultative document published last November, 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Findnce Bill. 

tml—rsforms. 

ocumemrt-r-- 11-- 

. t-teL-Ato-yset up 

simplified oee4ave44siciarl schemes with the minimum of 

red tape. This will be particularly welcome to many 

small employers who have been discouraged by the 

complexity and open-ended commitment of a 

full-blown final salary scheme. And there will be 

much greater scope for transferring between 

different typs of pension scheme. 

j‘CA)1(41/  -addi-tion, I have decided to go beyond the 

proposals set out in the consultative document in 

one important respect. I propose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice instead of, as 

now, being restricted to plans within their 

employer's schemes. They will be able to top their 

pensions right up to the present tax approval 

limits. 
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Ell. The proposals - 	have outlined will make it 

easier for people to take their pensions with them 

when they change jobs, which will be good for labour 

1 14-1 
mobility and independence. 4.t will widen the range 

of choices people can make about their pensions; and 
*vv.4,i1.41.6 

will mean that in future they will have more 
nr- 

control over the way in which their pension 

contribuLions are invested. 

E12. But the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

be justified only if it is not abused. I propose, 

therefore, to introduce some limited changes to the 

present rules to restrict the excessive relief which 

can be obtained in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few very highly paid people. These will 
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	 includex,  for all arrangements entered into from 

et 	 eumit 	
today, an upper limit of £150,000 on the maximum 

permissible tax-free lump sum, coupled with more 

rigorous rules on how pension and lump-sum benefits 

can be calculated, 

vat 4-4y) 
tal/rvil 

In 	and-  Reventre press-fletlee-pe151.4shed-toda Y. 

Q14(1-  (Ay  , icruk 
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"Pensions: Inserts" 

Two years ago, the Government embarked on a major 

strategy to extend the coverage of private pension 

provision and Lo give individuals far more 

flexibility and choice in the way they provide or 
A* 

their L e t r eme nt. 	 have a ready 

AktriPte----) 	a MOW444%. 	ftitprolikt" NA..) 	toi.s 	 Awa d  
jmOrsow  and tice tx changes I am announcing today 

will complete the picture. 

is the introduction of an entirely new means of 

provision for retirement, developed by my Rt Hon 

Friend the Secretary of State for Social  Services:* 

the personal pension. 

EllA. Taken as a whole, the changes we have made in 

the last two years have brought about a radical 

transformation in the ways people can provide for 

their retirement. There are new options for 

employers, and much greater freedom for individuals 

to plan their own pensions. This will lead to a 

further major extension of ownership, as people 

start to take advantage of the new opportunities. 
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Xl. Before I Luin to my proposals tor changPs in 

taxation, I have one other important change of a 

specific nature to announce. 

4u put(:)- 
X2. In 1979, a few months after  ANi-  had first taken 
office, my predecessor announced the abolition of 

exchange controls, which had been in continuous 

operation ever since the outbreak of war in 1939. 

That bold action has, over the past 71 years, proved 

wholly beneficial to the British economy; and I am 

glad to note that other European countries are now 

moving in the same direction. 

But although the operation of exchange control 

has ceased, the Exchange Control Act itself remains 

on the Statute book. So long as it does, there is 

likely to persist a nagging fear that, in certain 

circumstances, exchange control might be reimposed; 

and such uncertainty could be damaging. 

I have therefore concluded that the time has 

come to repeal 	e Act. The necessary legislation 

will be con 	ed in this year's Finance Bill. 

note that, in what was clearly intended to be 

a major speech in New York in September, the 
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Deputy-Leader of the Labour Party declared that, and 

I quote: 

"The Labour Party has no intention of 

reintroducing statutory exchange controls". 

I am confident, theretore, that the proposal I have 

just made will be welcomed on all sides of the 

House. 

• 
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kufak-r 	1.14 

RUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

We have the following comment on paragraph E37. There is a 
stronger point to be made in the penultimate sentence, namely that 
many small businesses will escape the partial exemption net 
altogether. We offer the following as a replacement for that 
sentence, together with a form of words to meet the Chancellor's 
desire to mention the deal struck with the brewers: 

Many small businesses will no longer be affected; and special 
arrangements will be made where necessary to meet the needs of particular industries. [Such an arrangement has, for example, 
already been made in respect of the brewing industry.] 

David Howard has already sorted out with Andrew Hudson a 
sOlution to problems posed by paragraphs E27 and E29, and I do not 
iTinat that hflre, 

Copies go to Michael Scholar and Simon Judge, and internally 
here as shown. 

Yea4A—r% CA/Cr 

f■CorfC-r 

P G WILMOTT 

Internal distribution:  CPS, Mr Knox, Mr Jefferson Smith, 
Mr Howard, Mr Bone. 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRIUT 

1, We have the following commlmnt on parngraph £37. Tr,ca ia 
stronger point to he made in the penultimatc sn,ntc, 	clat 
many small businesses will escape the partidl exemption 
altogether. We offer the following as a replacement for thett 
sentence; together with . a form of words to meet the .chancellor' 
desire to mention the deal struck with thc brewer 

Many small businesses will no longer be affected; and •pecial 
arrangements will be made where necessary to me e the . needs of 
particular industries 1Such an arrangamen fr . example, alrea6y been made in respect of the brewin 

David Howard has already sorted cut with 	 a solution to problems posed by -?aragra 	E2 	 I .cli;) not i'71Mt that We. 

copies go to Michael Schola and 	 ,Hlly here as shown. 
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E36. An essential element in any ongoing programme 

of tax reduction ae- nd reform must always be the 

elimination of unintended or unjustified tax breaks 

which cause rates of tax generally to be higher than 

they need to be. Accordingly, I have five proposals 

to make today to this end. 

NOT TO BE COPIED 

The first concerns VAT, and has already been 

bject of extensive consultation. 	The House 

and 

aware that a business that provides a 

is exempt from VAT cannot in turn 

tax on its purchases. But where the 

business dre in part liable to VAT 

in part exempt, the existing rules are 

serv 

deduct 

activitie 

C 	v.et- 11 

rAJ 	 ty-t 

ovn - 	p4zA 

excessively generous 

that can be deduct 

exploited on a g 

therefore be change 

as to the amount of input tax 

and this generosity is being 

in scale. The rules must 

and the changes, which I 

announced to the House la 

effect on 1 April. 

-lae-a_64-1143-1-e-r--sys-tem, 	dnd 	Lieciat-rett-er 	The yield 

from this, which in effect is a measure of the 

potential revenue loss, will be so 0 million in 

1987-88 and £400 million in 1988-89. 

E38. Second, I propose to change the 1 

companies in multinational groups which 

residence will no longer be able to secur 

relief twice on one and the same interest payment. 

cember, will come into 

1 

that 

1 
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X. EXCHANGE CONTROL 

Xl. Before I turn to my proposals for changes in 

taxation, I have one other important change of a 

specific nature to announce. 

In 1979, a few months after we had first taken 

office, my predecessor announced the abolition of 

exchange controls, which had been in continuous 

operation ever since the outbreak of war in 1939. 

That bold action has, over the past 71 years, proved 

wholly beneficial to the British economy; and I am 

glad to note Lhat other European countries are now 

moving in the same direction. 

But although the operation of exchange control 

has ceased, the Exchange Control Act itself remains 

on the Statute book. So long as it does, there is 

likely to persist a nagging fear that, in certain 

circumstances, exchange control might be reimposed; 

and such uncertainty could be damaging. 

I have therefore concluded that the time has 

come to repeal the Act. The necessary legislation 

will be contained in this year's Finance Bill. 

I note that, in what was clearly intended to be 

a major speech in New York in September, the 
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Deputy-Leader of the Labour Party declared that, and 

I quote: 

"The Labour Party has no intention of 

reintroducing statutory exchange controls". 

I am confident, therefore, that the proposal I have 

just made will be welcomed on all sides of the 

House. 
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% 	 X. EXCHANGE CONTROL 
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Xl. Before I turn to my proposals for changes in 

taxation, I have one other important change of a 

specific nature to announce. 

In 1979, a few months after we had first taken 

office, my predecessor announced the abolition of 

exchange controls, which had been in continuous 

operation ever since the outbreak of war in 1939. 

That bold action has, over the past 71 years, proved 

wholly beneficial to the British economy; and I am 

glad to note that other European countries are now 

moving in the same direction. 

But although the operation of exchange control 

has ceased, the Exchange Control Act itself remains 

on the Statute book. So long as it does, there is 

likely to persist a nagging fear that, in certain 

circumstances, exchange control might be reimposed; 

and such uncertainty could be damaging. 

I have therefore concluded that the time has 

come to repeal the Act. The necessary legislation 

will be contained in this year's Finance Bill. 

X5. I note that, in what was clearly intended to be 

a major speech in New York in September, the 
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Deputy-Leader of the Labour Party declared that, and 

I quote: 

"The Labour Party has no intention of 

reintroducing statutory exchange controls". 

I am confident, therefore, that the proposal I have 

just made will be welcomed on all sides of the 

House. 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: ECONOMIC SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

The Minister of State has seen Mr Mowl's submission of 9 March 

to you. 

On his paragraph 6, the Minister of State has commented that 

he believes a signifcant portion of the unexpected VAT revenue 

is a result of better targeted VAT control visits. If the 

Chancellor decides to be more positive when responding to the 

"consumer boom" charge, it could be useful if Customs could compare 

that yield with forecast. 

S P JUDGE 
Private Secretary 
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cc Sir Terence Burns 

Mr Scholar 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Mowl 
Mr Riley 

BUDGET STATEMENT: ECONOMIC SECTION: THIRD DRAFT 

Mr Mowl's minute of 9th March refers to the two occasions in 

the last 24 years that the PSBR has been at or below 1% of GDP. He 

says that only rough estimates on a calendar year basis are avail-

able for years before 1963-64. This is true, but they were referred 

to in Sir Terence Burns' Chevening paper and I think that they are 

reliable enough to be used to extend the historical comparison back 

to 1952, if the Chancellor so wishes. They show that the PSBR was 

wcll above 1% of GDP in cvory ycar before 1968-69. Mr Mowl's 

proposed sentence could therefore read: 

"This would represent a degree of fiscal prudence that 

has been attained only twice in the past 35 years." 

2. 	This identifies fiscal prudence with the PSBR. A similar 

comparison on the basis of the PSFD or the PSBR adjusted for 

privatisation proceeds would show a larger number of years since 

1952 in which the deficit was smaller. This need not affect the 

Speech, but should be taken into account in the briefing. 

tivt4 vrt. 	ct. 	 .1,4  Le,  

tfl4 	7144vete17 vf 	Lc 	t 1 
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FROM: DAVID PERETZ 
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cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
Sir P Middleton 
Sir T Burns 
Sir G Littler 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Mr Ross Goobcy 

Thank you for sending me a copy of the Chancellor's draft of 

the monetary policy section. I have two comments. 

First, paragraph C5 ("The exchange rate is assumed to remain 

broadly unchanged") bothers me. It is not entirely clear what 

the sentence is meant to mean or imply. While this is not always 

a drawback, I think it does present a difficulty in a section 

of the speech likely to be subjected to detailed textual analysis, 

and on which we may be questioned closely by the TCSC. 

There are three possible interpretations: -  

It could be a reference to the assumption made 

for the forecast, and MTFS projections. But in that 

case it is in the wrong place in the speech: it looks 

as if we are saying more than we are. 

It could be a reference to the Paris accord. But 

that comes up earlier on in the speech. 	If we are 

trying to give a message to industry about our hope 

for a period of stability in sterling, would it not 

be better to build on that earlier section - for example 

by adding "the prospect of a period of exchange rate 

stability" to the list of reasons why British industry 

faces such great opportunities. 

1 
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(c) It could mean that the target for MO is set on 

the assumption of an unchanged exchange rate, and is 

conditional on that. This is a possible formulation, 

that we have toyed with in the past. But surely it 

is better to stick to the standard formula, as set 

out in paragraph 2.14 of the MTFS. 

All in all there seems much to be said for deleting paragraph 

05 altogether - and perhaps adding the words "as will the exchange 

rate" at the end of C4. 

Second - though this is more a presentational point - I 

wonder whether it is right to accept in paragraph C6 that "in 

some quarters" the Lombard Association speech "was felt to be 

unclear or in some other way inadequate". Also, if we do refer 

to the Lombard Association speech would it not be tactful to 

refer as well to the further lengthy exposition of policy in 

the Chancellor's House of Commons speech on 17 December last 

year. 

9/( 
D L C PERETZ 
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Copy No I of 9   

fi4e H.M. CUSTOMS AND EXCISE 

KING'S BEAM HOUSE, MARK LANE 

LONDON EC3R 7HE 

Please Dial my Extension Direct: 

Use Code (01)-352 followed by 

Extension Number 5  0 23 

A C S. .jllan Esq 
HM Treasury 
Parliament Street 
LONDON 10 March 1987 

Y.lfLr A1 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

We have the following comment on paragraph E37. There is a 
stronger point to be made in the penultimate sentence, namely that 
many small businesses will escape the partial exemption net 
altogether. We offer the following as a replacement for that 
sentence, together with a form of words to meet the Chancellor's 
desire to mention the deal struck with the brewers: 

Many small businesses will no longer be affected; and special 
arrangements will be made where necessary to meet the needs of 
particular industries. [Such an arrangement has, for example, 
already been made in respect of the brewing industry.] 

David Howard has already sorted out with Andrew Hudson a 
solution to problems posed by paragraphs E27 and E29, and I do not 
repeat that here. 

Copies go to Michael Scholar and Simon Judge, and internally 
here as shown. 

P G WILMOTT 

Internal distribution: CPS, Mr Knox, Mr Jefferson Smith, 
Mr Howard, Mr Bone. 
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• FROM: S P Judge 

DATE: 10 March 1987 

PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Scdgwick 
Mr Odling Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Sir 	Angus 	Fraser 

e&E 
Mr Knox - C&E 
Mr Howard - C&E 
Mr 	Jefferson 	Smith 
- C&E 
Mr Wilmott - C&E 
Mr Bone - C&E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Minister of State has seen your (BLO) note of 9 March to 

Mr Scholar. Mr Jefferson Smith and Mr Hudson also spoke to me 

about VAT and the Brewers. 

The Minister would like to discuss at Prayers  whether to mention 

the Brewers in the Budget Speech, taking account of the effect 

of publicising the generous treatment they have received on 

negotiations with the oil industry (the letter of 6 March from 

the United Kingdom Oil Industry Taxation Committee) and capital 

issuers (Mr Jefferson Smith's submission of 6 March). Preparation 

of a revision to paragraph E37 is in hand, in case the Chancellor 

does want to mention the Brewers. 

The Minister suggests adding "including VAT" after "gallon" in 

line 6 of paragraph G7. 
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411 
On paragraph G9, the Minister has consistently wondered whether 

the current draft says enough. The Minister thinks a pause will 

be needed for it to sink in, and imagines that the Chancellor 

will say it slowly. The Minister thinks that sinking in might 

be assisted by adding "on any dutiable product" at the end of 

the paragraph. 

Mr Hudson gave me the following revised version of paragraph E27 

on cash accounting: 

"My first and most important proposal, therefore, is that, 

as from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

£4 million, which means over half of all traders above the 

VAT threshold, will in future be able to choose to account 

for VAT  

The Minister of State thinks it is important to be absolutely 

clear about what is a percentage of what. Mr Howard kindly 

supplied the following figures: 

All traders registered for VAT 

o/w below registration threshold 

o/w payment traders 

o/w repayment traders 

Registered traders paying VAT 

Businesses paying VAT with a turnover 
below fki million 

o/w those not on retail/construction 
schemes 

1.5 million 

250,000 

125,000 

125,000 

1,180,000 

840,000 

300,000 

The choice is thus between expressing the 840,000 VAT payers 

below the £4 million threshold as a proportion of all payers  

(0.84/1.18 = "more than two-thirds) or of all registered traders  

(0.84/1.5 = "over half"). There is no need to use the number 

of traders over the registration threshold as the denominatftem. 

In terms of drafting, these options translate into: 
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• 
"My first and most important proposal therefore, is that 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

£4 million - over two-thirds of all the traders who pay 

VAT to Customs and Excise - will in future be able to 

choose ...."; 

and 

"My first and most important proposal, therefore, is that 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

E4 million - over half of all traders registered for VAT 

- will in future be able to choose ....". 

The Minister realises that the first is more complicated but 

more dramatic, the second more comprehensible and adequately 

impressive. It is a matter of taste: the Minister thinks the 

very marginal obfuscation is a price worth paying for the greater 

drama. 

cs1--  
S P JUDGE 
Private Secretary 
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FROM: S P Judge 

DATE: 10 March 1987 

PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY cc Chief Secretary 
Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
Sir Peter Middleton 
Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Sir 	Angus 	Fraser 

C&E 
Mr Knox - C&E 
Mr Howard - C&E 
Mr 	Jefferson 	Smith 
- C&E 
Mr Wilmott - C&E 
Mr Bone - C&E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Minister of State has seen your (BLO) note of 9 March to 

Mr Scholar. Mr Jefferson Smith and Mr Hudson also spoke to me 

about VAT and the Brewers. 

The Minister would like to discuss at Prayers  whether to mention 

the Brewers in the Budget Speech, taking account of the effect _ _ 
of publicising the generous treatment they have received on 

negotiations with the oil industry (the letter of 6 March from 

the United Kingdom Oil Industry Taxation Committee) and capital 

issuers (Mr Jefferson Smith's submission of 6 March). Preparation 

of a revision to paragraph E37 is in hand, in case the Chancellor 

does want to mention the Brewers. 

The Minister suggests adding "including VAT" after "gallon" in 

_/ 	line 6 of paragraph G7. 
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On paragraph G9, the Minister has consistently wondered whether 

the current draft says enough. The Minister thinks a pause will 

be needed for it to sink in, and imagines that the Chancellor 

will say it slowly. The Minister thinks that sinking in might 

be assisted by adding "on any dutiable product" at the end of 

the paragraph. 

Mr Hudson gave me the following revised version of paragraph E27 

on cash accounting: 

"My first and most important proposal, therefore, is that 

as from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

Eh million, which means over half of all traders above the 

VAT threshold, will in future be able to choose to account 

for VAT  

The Minister of State thinks it is important to be absolutely 

clear about what is a percentage of what. Mr Howard kindly 

supplied the following figures: 

All traders registered for VAT 

o/w below registration threshold 

o/w payment traders 

k----o/w repayment traders 

Registered traders paying VAT 

Businesses paying VAT with a turnover 
below Eh million 

o/w those not on retail/construction 
schemes 

1.5 million 

250,000 

125,000 

125,000 

1,180,000 

840,000 

300,000 

The choice is thus between expressing the 840,000 VAT payers 

below the £14 million threshold as a proportion of all payers  

(0.84/1.18 = "more than two-thirds) or of all registered traders  

(0.84/1.5 = "over half"). There is no need to use the number 

of traders over the registration threshold as the denominat4=. 

In terms of drafting, these options translate into: 
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"My first and most important proposal therefore, is that 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

£4 million - over two-thirds of all the traders who pay 

VAT to Customs and Excise - will in future be able to 

choose ...."; 

and 

"My first and most important proposal, therefore, is that 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

0..4- million - over half of all traders registered fol VAT 

- will in future be able to choose ....". 

The Minister realises that the first is more complicated but 

more dramatic, the second more comprehensible and adequately 

impressive. It is a matter of taste: the Minister thinks the 

very marginal obfuscation is a price worth paying for the greater 

drama. 

ccr 
S P JUDGE 
Private Secretary 
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BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Economic Secretary has seen your minute to Mr Scholar of 9 March. 

2. 	The Economic Secretary thought that in paragraph E40, line 8, 

'similar' should be replaced by 'comparable'. 

fig 

PD P BARNES 

PRIVATE SECRETARY 
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PS/FINANCIAL SECRETARY 

C C : Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 
Miss Noble 
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Mr Cropper 
Mr Ross Goobey 
Mr Corlett - IR 
Mr Munro - IR 

BUDGET STATEMENT: PENSIONS 

The Chancellor has revised the section of the Budget Statement 

dealing with pensions this morning. 

.. 2. 	I attach the new version, which you may like to see before • 

your meeting on presentation. 

A P HUDSON 



And then there is wider pension ownership. Two 

years ago, the Government embarked on a major 

strategy to extend the coverage of private pension 

provision and to give individuals far more 

flexibility and choice in the way they provide for 

their retirement. 	wp have already introduced a 

number of important new measures to that end, and 

the tax changes I am announcing today will complete 

the picture. 

The cornerstone of the Government's pensions 

strategy is the introduction of an entirely new 

means of provision for retirement, developed by my 

Rt Hon Friend the Secretary of State for Social 

Services: the personal pension. 

• 

F6A. Personal pensions are an important new 

dimension of ownership. 	They will enable 



employees - if they so wish - to opt out of their 

employers' schemes and make their own arrangements, 

tailored to fit their own circumstances. And they 

will be a new opportunity for the 10 million 

employees who at present do not belong to an 

occupational scheme to make provision of their own 

and, if they so wish, to contract out of SERPS. 

In my Budget last year I undertook to bring 

forward proposals to give personal pensions the same 

favourable tax treatment as is currently enjoyed by 

retirement annuities. These were duly contained in 

a consultative document published last November, 

and the necessary legislation will be contained in 

this year's Finance Bill. 

In addition, to encourage a wider spread of 

occupational schemes, employers will be able to set 

up simplified schemes with the minimum of red tape. 

This will be particularly welcome to many small 

employers who have been discouraged uy Luc 

complexity 	and 	open-ended 	commitment of 	a 

full-blown final salary scheme. And there will be 

much greater scope for transferring between 

different types of pension scheme. 	Again, the 

Finance Bill will contain the necessary tax 

provisions. 

• 



Finally, I have decided to go beyond the 

proposals set out in the consultative document in 

one important respect. I propose to allow members 

of occupational pension schemes to make additional 

voluntary contributions, with full tax relief, to a 

separate plan of their own choice instead of, as 

now, being restricted to plans within their 

employer's schemes. They will be able to top their 

pensions right up to the present tax approval 

limits. 

The proposals I have outlined - along with the 

measures my Rt Hon Friend has already taken - will 

make it easier for people to take their pensions 

with them when they change jobs, which will be good 

for labour mobility and independence. 	They will 

widen the range of choices people can make about 

their pensions; and will mean that in future 

individuals will have much more control over the way 

in which their own pension contributions are 

invested. 

FlOA Taken as a whole, the changes we have made in 

the last two years have brought about a radical 

transformation in the ways people can provide for 

their retirement. There are new options for 

employers, and much greater freedom for individuals 

to plan their own pensions. This will lead to a 

further major extension of ownership, as people 

start to take advantage of the new opportunities. 

4 



F11. But the generous tax treatment of pensions can 

be justified only if it is not abused. I propose, 

therefore, to introduce some limited changes to the 

present rules to restrint the excessive relief which 

can be obtained in some circumstances, particularly 

by a few very highly paid people. These will 

include a stricter definition of final salary and, 

for all arrangements entered into from today, an 

upper limit of £150,000 on the maximum permissible 

tax-free lump sum, coupled with more rigorous rules 

on how pension and lump-sum benefits can be 

calculated. 

F12. The cost of the overall package will inevitably 

depend on take up, but with that proviso is 

estimated at £65 million in 1988-89. 

5 
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Financial Secretary 
Economic Secretary 
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Sir Terence Burns 
Mr F E R Butler 
Mr Wilson 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Monck 
Mr Sedgwick 
Mr Odling Smee 
Mr Culpin 
Miss O'Mara 
Miss Sinclair 
Miss Evans 
Mr Cropper 
Mr Tyrie 
Mr Ross Goobey 

Sir 	Angus 	Fraser 

C&E 
Mr Knox - C&E 
Mr Howard - C&E 
Mr 	Jefferson 	Smith 
- C&E 
Mr Wilmott - C&E 
.Mr Bone - C&E 

BUDGET STATEMENT: TAXATION SECTION: FOURTH DRAFT 

The Minister of State has seen your (BLO) note of 9 March to 

Mr Scholar. Mr Jefferson Smith and Mr Hudson also spoke to me 

about VAT and the Brewers. 

The Minister would like to discuss at Prayers whether to mention 

the Brewers in the Budget Speech, taking account of the effect 

of publicising the generous treatment they have received on 

negotiations with the oil industry (the letter of 6 March from 

the United Kingdom Oil Industry Taxation Committee) and capital 

issuers (Mr Jefferson Smith's submission of 6 March). Preparation 

of a revision to paragraph E37 is in hand, in case the Chancellor 

does want to mention the Brewers. 

The Minister suggests adding "including VAT" after "gallon" in 

line 6 of paragraph G7. 
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• 
On paragraph G9, the Minister has consistently wondered whether 

the current draft says enough. The Minister thinks a pause will 

be needed for it to sink in, and imagines that the Chancellor 

will say it slowly. The Minister thinks that sinking in might 

be assisted by adding "on any dutiable product" at the end of 

the paragraph. 

Mr Hudson gave me the following revised version of paragraph E27 

on cash accounting: 

"My first and most.. important proposal, theretore, is that, 

as from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

£1/4 million, which means over half of all traders above the 

VAT threshold, will in future be able to choose to account 

for VAT  

The Minister of State thinks it is important to be absolutely 

clear about what is a percentage of what. Mr Howard kindly 

supplied the following figures: 

	

All traders registered for VAT 
	

1.5 million 

o/w below registration threshold 
	

250,000 

o/w payment traders 
	 125,000 

	

repayment traders 
	

125,0no 

Registered traders paying VAT 	 1,180,000 

Businesses paying VAT with a turnover 
below £1/4 million 	 840,000 

o/w those not on retail/construction 
schemes 	 300,000 

The choice is thus between expressing the 840,000 VAT payers 

below the £4 million threshold as a proportion of all payers  

(0.84/1.18 = "more than two-thirds) or of all registered traders  

(0.84/1.5 = "over half"). There is no need to use the number 

of traders over the registration threshold as the denominata7t. 

In terms of drafting, these options translate into: 
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"My first and most important proposal therefore, 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover 

04 million - over two-thirds of all the traders 

VAT to Customs and Excise - will in future be 

choose ...."; 

is that 

is under 

who pay 

able to 

first and most important proposal, therefore, is that 

from 1 October, businesses whose annual turnover is under 

04 million - over half of all traders registered for VAT 

- will in future be able to choose ....". 

The Minister realises that the first is more complicated but 

more dramatic, the second more comprehensible and adequately 

impressive. 	It is a matter of taste: the MinisLer thinks the 

and 

II my  
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S P JUDGE 
Private Secretary 
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Alince  then, my Rt Hon and Noble Friend the Secretary 

of State for Employment has extended the Restart 

programme for the long-term unemployed, so that, 

starting next month, all those who have been 

unemployed for more than six months will be offered 

Restart interviews twice a year, to give them 

individual advice and help. There will also be more 

places on the successful Enterprise Allowance 

Scheme, helping unemployed people to set up their 

own businesses. Again, the number of Jobclubs is to 

be quadrupled, with room for 150,000 people a year. 

And once fully under way, the new Job Training 

Scheme will give a quarter of a million others, most 

of them young people, work experience and vocational 

training. Together with the Youth Training Scheme, 

these measures  g4ve  care ully targett d.  an d 
L  (pet A .56.41-4 14-o    

But the best hope 

of all for the unemployed lies in the continuing 

practical help to the unemployed 

vigour of the economy. 
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PRINCIPAL PRIVATE SECRETARY 

BUDGET STATEMENT : TAXATION SECTION : FOURTH DRAFT 

The Inland Revenue comments are as follows: 

E.3. 	Strictly speaking, "in 1987-88" in the third sentence should 

read "for the financial year 1987". 

E.8. 	Substitute "distributed in dividends" for "made", and delete 

"in some cases", in line 2. 

This is a point of substance. It ic a well known feature of 

the capital gains tax that there is a "double tier". If a 

company makes a capital gain, it pays capital gains tax 

accordingly. And if the shareholder sells his shares (which 

will reflect the value of that gain), he again pays capital 

gains tax. The Chancellor is proposing no change in this 

position. It is essential that the Budget Statement should 

not (as the present draft does)  imply anything else. 

    

    

cc PS/Chief Secretary 
PS/Financial Secretary 
PS/Economic Secretary 
PS/Minister of State 
Sir P Middleton 
Mr Monck 
Mr Cassell 
Mr Scholar 

Mr Battishill 
Mr Isaac 
Mr Painter 
Mr Beighton 
Mr Calder 
Mr McManus 
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• The proposed change is much more narrowly targeted: at the 

double charge when a company pays capital gains tax, and the 

shareholder is liable to income tax when the gain is  

distributed as a dividend. 

E.11. The arrangements for pre-1965 companies apply only to 

trading companies and we suggest therefore that 

"established" be replaced by "trading" in the first line. 

And to take account of the fact that some pre-1965 companies 

do have a nine-months payment interval, we suggest inserting 

"may" for "do" at the beginning of the second line. 

E.15. To make clear that the representative bodies have not 

committed themselves to accepting all the details, it might 

be better to replace "was" by "its broad thrust has been" in 

the penultimate line. 

E.17. Although the companies have argued the case for stability in 

previous years, this year they are stressing the need tor 

favourable tax changes, so we suggest toning down the final 

phrase to read: "but stability is itself a desirable 

feature for the companies". 

/  E.19. We suggest inserting "UK" before "oil" in the penultimate 
line: the relief will not extend to research relating to 

say Indonesia. 

We suggest adding "as a whole" at the end of the sentence to 

convey the thought that the Government is helping both North 

Sea producers and their suppliers. 

It might be clearer if the final sentence were to read: 

"There will be no change in car fuel scales which, as 

already announced, will also be used for VAT purposes from 

6 April 1987." 

2. 
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We would prefer "should" instead of "will" in the final 

sentence as we cannot guarantee that the proposal will solve 

the end-year bunching problem. 

Second sentence: the phrase "wish Lo change their job" is a 

little narrow, since it implies that relief is not now 

available for retraining for another job for the same 

employer, or would not in future  be available for retraining 

for self-employment. Nor does it cover compulsory 

redundancy. And the employer providing the help with 

training may not be a company. We suggest revising the 

second sentence to read: 

"Some employers may be willing to help with the retraining 

of workers who [for one reason or another] are leaving 

their current employment, perhaps to take another job or 

to become self-employed." 

Third sentence: expenditure on training by an employer CdH 

be an emolument in the hands ot those earning less than 

£8,500 per annum. We suggest revising the third sentence to 

read: 

"At present employees are generally liable to tax on the 

cost of training paid for by their employer which is 

unrelated to their present job." 

Fourth sentence: as drafted it is not entirely clear that 

tax relief will be confined to cases where the employee is 

leaving his current employer, and there is also a possible 

ambiguity in the concluding phrase "moving jobs to acquire 

new skills. We suggest the following possible revision of 

the fourth sentence: 

"I propose to exempt from tax the cost of training in this 

kind of case, to encourage more employers to help 

employees to acquire new skills for new jobs." 
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40 .40. In line 8, "provisions" should be in the plural. 

In the final sentence it might be advisable to delete the 

word "precise" otherwise it might be argued that if it is 

only the detailed nitty gritty that still has to be 

resolved, it ought to be possible to put some figure, 

however tentative, on the potential yield. 

E.41. We suggest altering the final sentence to read: "The 

change will take effect from April next year, and the effect 

of encouraging earlier payment is estimated at £45 million 

in 1988-89." 

// 

 E.44. Line 5, we suggest substituting "business" for "company", as 

unincorporated firms will be able to set up PRP schemes. 

There is a slight risk that some "instant commentators" may 

jump to the conclusion that half of pay may be exempt from 

tax, simpliciter. To dvuid Lhis risk, it might be worth 

inserting a new sentence between the present first and 

second sentences: 

"I also propose to increase [from £20001 to £3000 the 

amount of any individual's profit-related pay eligible 

for tax relief." 

It might be better to conclude the final sentence with 

.... building up substantially in later years". The build 

up will occur not only as take up increases, but as the 

proportion of pay which is profit-related increases. 

Last line, substitute "business" for "company" (see comment 

on E.44). 

4. 
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F.17. We suggest the final sentence should be revised to read: 

"These changes will be of benefit to family farms and 

businesses and to heritage properties, all of which are 

often held in trust." 

F.21. The cost is now estimated at £75 million in 1987-88 and £170 

million in 1988-89. 

7'  F.22. Last line: substitute "almost" for "over". 

G.5. 	In view of what is proposed in G.4 it might be better to 

begin G.5: "While on the subject of charities, 	 

H.14. For clarity we suggest inserting "in 1987-88" after "overall 

cost" in the first line. 

S J McMANUS 

5. 


